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eXpanding horiZonS
Dordt students go new places, meet new people, confront new ideas, find new opportunities, and face new
challenges during their college years. It's an amazingly rich way to prepare for life after college.
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Leading Off
with the preSident

celeBrating
the faith of
thoSe Before uS
I turned to a favorite chapter for my devotions today: Hebrews
11. A friend of Dordt College and a mentor of mine died just
days before this issue of the Voice went to press.
Dr. John B. Hulst, Dordt’s second president, came to Dordt College
to teach theology in 1968 and was president from 1982 to 1996. He
passed away on February 8, 2013, in Pella, Iowa, with his loving and
devoted partner in the gospel, Louise, at his side.
Hebrews 11 is a biblical memory book of god’s provision of faithfilled leaders through the ages. The chapter begins:
“now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of
things not seen. For by it the people of old received their commendation. By faith we
understand that the universe was created by the word of god, so that what is seen was
not made out of things that are visible.”
The chapter goes on to list Abel, Abraham, Moses, Samuel, and others whose faith was
sure and who lived lives of faithful service to god. reading and praying this chapter
as I mourn John’s death was a gift of the Holy Spirit to me. For those of you who knew
John, I’d recommend reading Hebrews 11 as your devotion as well—and say a prayer of
thanks and praise to god for John’s life while you also ask god for peace for his family
as they celebrate and mourn.
As I live and learn together on this campus with our current students, I’m reminded of
and energized by god’s faithfulness in calling and equipping a people—the church—to
be his hands and feet in the world. The students here today will take up the work
from those who have gone before, by faith, and will experience the joy and privilege
of serving the Triune god, our Maker, Defender, redeemer, and Friend. And god will
continue to bring forth new servants to lead, until he comes again.
As you read this issue of the Voice, please thank god for John Hulst’s contributions to
Dordt College and to Christ’s kingdom and accept my thanks for your role in helping
Dordt College equip the next generation of Christian leaders for faithful leadership.

Dr. ErIK HOEKSTrA
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from milk
to meat
Today we're often encouraged
to expand our horizons. In a
global community, there are good
reasons to do so.
gaining a deeper
understanding
of our world by
learning more
about the people
in it and the
way things work
deepens our academic work. It moves
us beyond simple responses and
actions to discerning citizenship.

making mud pieS
who knew a college lab could be this much fun? students in Dr. Ron Vos's environmental studies
lab got to play in the dirt. As they squeezed and rubbed the wet soil between their fingers, they
could tell by its texture what type of soil they were holding. If it turned into a ribbon of dirt, they
knew it was clay; if it felt more like talc, they knew it was silt; if it was gritty, it was sand. A perfect
way to beat the winter blahs.
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AluMnI

Students in Dr.
Sherri Lantinga's Core 399
class learn that trash talks.

Find out what your
fellow alumni are doing,
and while you’re doing
so, please drop us a note
about what’s going on your
life.
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A senior design
project turns into a
service project for three
engineering majors.

Creativity took center
stage in an innovative new
theater event held last fall.
One student described it
as "128 hours of theater
madness."

10

Science labs
adopt a discovery-based
approach to get students
more engaged in their
learning.

Dordt's youth
ministry program helps
students be the hands
and feet of the church in
culture.

26

KSP students
work as hard as anyone on
campus as they dig into
Christian worldview and
the world of ideas.

30
31

In this issue's alumni
profiles, Samaritan's Purse
Health and nutrition
Program Manager Kate
reinsma ('04) and science
teacher and Arizona track
coach-of-the-year Dan
Kuiper ('82) reflect on the
work they do every day.

Hebrews 5 and 6 talk about the
need for Christians to move from
the “elementary teachings about
Christ” to “maturity,” of the need
to move beyond milk to solid food.
Faith-infused academic work that
biblically wrestles with how god’s
Word prepares students to serve
in every part of their lives requires
going deeper than piety and sound
confession; it requires a thorough
knowledge of the world, how god
made it, how people have shaped it
for good and ill, and how we can live
responsibly in it. Such “meat” prepares
students for giving holistic and radical
Christian leadership.
It’s what Dr. John B. Hulst meant
when he talked often about the
“inner reformation of the sciences”:
a radically biblical understanding of
each part of our world. That’s what
we hope results from expanding our
students’ horizons. We'll remember
and celebrate Hulst's contribution to
Dordt College in the next issue.

SALLY JOngSMA, EDITOr
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the loop: engineering
proJect keepS on giving
Dordt College senior engineering students complete a unique final design project

F

or Joshua Pearson, nathan gross, and
Karl Mackatenas, last year’s senior
engineering project was both a learning
experience and a service opportunity.
Their supervising professor, Dr. Doug
De Boer, gave them a list of project
proposals, one of which was to design
and install a Telecoil Transmitting
System, otherwise known as a hearing
loop, for Covenant Christian reformed
Church in Sioux Center. As a team,
Pearson, gross, and Mackatenas took
on the challenge and created a project
that continues to benefit churchgoers at
Covenant.
Pearson describes the loop system as
similar to a radio. The loop connects

field Strength
This powerpoint screen from the students'
presentation illustrates the strength of the
signal at one meter.
Pulpit

to the sound system at the church and
sends out an electromagnetic signal to
hearing aids. Hearing aids equipped with
a T-coil antenna pick up these signals
by switching on a button on the aid
itself. The system allows hearing aid
users to hear only what comes through
the church’s microphone, minimizing
the distracting background noises of
people coughing or babies crying. De
Boer explained that audiologists program
the T-coil hearing aids to process the
electromagnetic signal according to
specific prescriptions for each person.
Shirley Matheis, a former costume
designer in Dordt’s theater department,
is one of the Covenant members enjoying
the benefits of the loop. After the Dordt
engineers, with the assistance of church
members, installed the system, Matheis
says she was amazed and delighted at
the sound that came right into her ears.
She could even hear the pastor when
he whispered. And she was finally able
to hear others speak during an openmicrophone time of sharing joys and
concerns. Matheis is one of several
Covenant members whose worship

SerVice ProJect
In reflecting on the project, De Boer says that
more than many senior design projects he
supervises, this loop system will have ongoing
benefits. He also believes that it clearly
demonstrates part of the Christian character of
engineering at Dordt: engineering as service—
not just developing the skill set needed to find
a good job.

experience has greatly improved as a
result of the engineering design project.
They find that they are once again active
participants in the service rather than
merely observers.
Pearson found great reward in knowing
that his efforts were helping others. He
sees engineering as a unique way to meet
others’ needs and build god’s kingdom.
Professor De Boer says the hearing loop
is one senior project he will remember
for the rest of his life.
ELIzABETH rILEY ('15)
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JAMIn VEr VELDE ('99)

The unique shape of the
sanctuary at Covenant Christian
Reformed church presented
extra audio challenges.

under
-18dB

news

Jordan edens ('13)

one potato,
two potato,
three potato,
four
F

or Idaho native Kari Sandouka, a Mr. Potato Head
collection is a playful reminder of home. Her mom gave
her the first Mr. Potato Head in 2000, and since then her
collection has grown to 37 potato heads, plus a barn for
the farm animal potato heads and an uncounted number of
accessories.
A series of unexpected events moved Senior Maria Bouwkamp a little
closer to her goal of a career in vocal performance.

Bouwkamp at
lincoln center
M

aria Bouwkamp wants to be a singer. Her dream has
taken deeper root since this summer when her voice
instructor, Deborah Vogel, invited her to go along to the
National Association of Teachers of Singing convention in
Orlando, Florida. Bouwkamp accepted the offer and attended
workshops on topics such as how to audition, how the voice
and ears work, how to properly use microphones, and much
more. She also met people in the “music industry.”
One of these was a person holding auditions for a professional
organization called DCINY (Distinguished Concerts
International in New York). Vogel asked if Bouwkamp could
sit in and learn from the audition process. Not only was she
invited to sit in, but she was asked if she’d like to sing. She
sang two songs and left thankful for the opportunity.
Later that summer, while on a summer abroad program in
Salzburg, Austria, Bouwkamp received an email inviting her to
sing in either a performance of Messiah at the Lincoln Center’s
Avery Fisher Hall over Thanksgiving or a Karl Jenkins concert
at Carnegie Hall in January.

Sandouka, a Dordt College professor of computer science and
business, says some students ask to play with and dress up
her spuds, and she is happy to provide some entertainment
to curious students. Her children, Ian and Andrew, also like
to spend time in their mom’s office messing around with
the astronaut or pirate tators, and dressing up her holiday
collections in Christmas, Easter, and Halloween parts.
Among her collection is Spud Lightyear, who takes his name
from the Toy Story favorite Buzz Lightyear, which reminds
her of her time working with United Space Alliance at the
Kennedy Space Center from 2004 to 2010. During her time
there, space shuttle Discovery took flight with Buzz Lightyear
in tow, an effort aimed at bringing awareness to science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics education.
Some of her more unique figures include the movie-themed
potatoes Darth Tator, Spud Trooper, Luke Frywalker, and
Princess Tator—all from her Star Wars collection—as well as
Spider Spud, Transformers Optimash Prime, and Indiana Jones
from Tators of the Lost Ark. Others include a police officer,
mermaid, alien, carrot, and safari elephant and monkey. The
newest addition to the collection is Batman Dark Spud, a gift
from her mom this past Christmas.
Sarah Vander Plaats ('05)

“It was a hard decision,” she says. She chose Messiah. In
a whirlwind weekend of two full days of rehearsal and a
performance, she learned more than she imagined—about
singing and building a résumé. She also met with two agents
who explained some options to consider for pursuing her
goals as a singer.
“I know I have a lot ahead of me,” she says, listing the
need for more schooling, lessons, volunteering with music
organizations, and the need for her voice to further mature.
She’s ready to see where it leads.
Sally Jongsma

Jamin Ver Velde ('99)
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Of the eight Dordt College students who participated in
the regional NATS (National Association of Teachers of
Singing) competition on November 2 and 3 at Simpson
College, four became semi-finalists and one took second
place in the final round. Joanna Bevaart (Lacombe,
Alberta), Maria Bouwkamp (Pella, Iowa), Rachel Kooiman
(Doon, Iowa), and Mia Kornelis (Sioux Center, Iowa)
advanced to the semi-final round. Bouwkamp finished
second in her division.
Sophomore Kristina Heflin earned
the FFA’s (Future Farmers of America)
American Degree at the 85th annual
National FFA Convention. The American
Degree is the highest honor granted to
a member, requiring at least six years of
dedication, volunteering, and projects.
Fewer than one percent of FFA’s half a million members
earn this award.
Dordt College women’s
soccer players Meghan
Warners and Elise Wedel
were both given honorable
mention status on the 2012
NSCAA Scholar All-North/
Central Region Team.
Agriculture major Selena Rinehart was named beekeeper
of the month by the Iowa Honey Producers Association.
Selena says her two reasons for becoming a beekeeper
are to help the environment and because honey bees are
“really cool.”
“Honey bees are so amazing and complex. It makes me
think of how amazing God is and how creative he is.”
Freshman
engineering major
Ian Veenstra along
with co-creator
Austin Stiers was
awarded first
place honors this
fall at the 2012
Design for Direct
Digital Manufacturing Competition from the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers for their “Next Generation Tail
Light” design.
The design improves on existing systems such as one
used by BMW that uses an extra set of lights to show
if a person has slammed on the brakes. Veenstra’s next
generation tail light is currently patent-pending.

Twentieth century fox

Campus Kudos
About one-third of the students in Science Fiction were non-English
majors. “All teachers struggle with getting kids to read books, but
students were excited about Sci-Fi,” said Professor Josh Matthews.

Seeing life
through sci-fi
S

tudents in last semester’s new science fiction class
broadened their literary horizons as they studied alien
encounters, robots, and post-apocalyptic worlds.
“Science Fiction is my favorite class,” said sophomore English
major Amber Vis. “It lets you think outside the box and use your
imagination in a different way.”
The English department also hoped to draw
non-English majors interested in technology,
science, and the imagination into literature
classes, according to Chair Bob De Smith.
Because of the multi-faceted nature of science
J. Matthews
fiction, Professor Josh Matthews not only had
his students read books having to do with monsters, aliens,
and technology, but also watch movies and TV shows and talk
about video games.
“It’s important to pay attention to what’s dominant in culture
and analyze it from a Christian perspective,” says Matthews.
Senior history major Derek
Visser found this a valuable
aspect of the Sci-Fi class.
He signed up hoping for a
Science fiction is particularly
class that was a little less
exciting today. “We live in a science
heavy and a little more
fictional world—it’s everywhere,”
fun than his senior history
says Professor Josh Matthews,
and philosophy classes,
citing examples of mutant cows and
but said that he discovered
new self-driven cars, along with
blockbuster movies like Avatar and
that “science fiction is not
video games such as Fallout.
just fun stories—it’s also
prescriptive literature.
These stories draw
inspiration from and explore themes and features of the society
they come from.”

Sci-fi today

Matthews is pleased that students like Visser grew in their
understanding and perception of culture, and he hopes the
class will foster a continuing appreciation for literature.
“Hopefully, these books are gateways to more reading,” he says.
Anna Visser ('14)
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taking the lead
Both men and women qualified for the
national meet, and head coach greg Van
Dyke won back-to-back Coach of the Year
awards. The Defender
runners have benefitted
from strong leaders
motivating their squad.
Two of those leaders
wrapped up their
G. Van Dyke
collegiate cross country
careers on november 17 at the
nAIA Championships in Vancouver,
Washington. Senior captains Merissa
Harkema and ryan Tholen ran their
final races on a muddy, rainy Saturday
afternoon, finishing 18 combined years of
cross country running.
Tholen, an individual qualifier, finished
141st out of 309 racers, while Harkema
was 72nd and the second runner on
Dordt’s ninth-place finishing team.
The Defender women clinched
the national berth with a
dominant showing in the gPAC
Championships, earning their
first-ever conference title. Dordt
runners placed third through
eighth, finishing 66 points
ahead of the next team.
The men’s team
finished fifth in
a tough gPAC
conference but
sent Tholen
and sophomore
nathan Jackson
to nationals based
on their individual
qualifying times.
As captains, Tholen and
Harkema not only set
good examples in their
performances, but also in
their day-to-day attitudes.
“nothing’s going to be given
to us. We can do it if we work

really hard,” Tholen told his teammates
earlier this year as the team prepared to
seek a second straight gPAC title.

Harkema, the lone senior on the women’s
team, says she wanted to send a message
to her teammates in her final season.

Harkema’s leadership focused on teambuilding, “I definitely try to build the
relationships that we have—not only
in how we perform, but in how we get
along. I want to
make it fun,” she
said.

“This was the perfect season, and I didn’t
want the girls to take it for granted. It’s
not always like this: You don’t always
have a great team; you don’t always

The team
captains helped
motivate their
respective
teams, but they
also encouraged
a sense of being
part of one large
team.

news

The last couple of years have been good ones for the Dordt
College men's and women's cross country teams.

“It was a really perfect ending to the
season. It was so fun to have the team
there. If I was only going to make it
one year, I’m glad it was this year.”
—Senior Merissa Harkema

Over the summer, Tholen and Harkema
discussed their approach to the
season and how to keep each other
accountable throughout the year. The
results benefitted
both teams, the
captains say.

stay healthy; you don’t always get to go
to nationals. What we had was really
awesome.”
“It was the perfect capstone race for my
senior year!” said Tholen. “It was wet,
muddy, dangerous, slippery, and super
fast.”
For both athletes, the end of their college
running careers is bittersweet.
“running year-round at Dordt helped
me develop into who I am here and who
I am as a person. I had so many great
experiences,” said Tholen.
“We’ve actually joked about me cycling
back as a freshman and sticking around
for next year,” said Harkema.

Tholen and
Harkema
helped make
the men's
and women's
team feel like
one team that
worked together
and supported one
another.

MArK STEIgEr (’15)

The future looks bright for the
teams they are leaving. Both squads
return the rest of their top five
runners next year and have signed
some strong new recruits. They will
continue to build on the solid foundation
this year's leaders helped set in place.
SAM EKSTrOM ('13)
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Book StudieS for all
“Dordt Reads” began last semester, offering faculty and staff at
Dordt College a new opportunity to engage in conversations about
a range of contemporary issues through a series of book discussions.
Leah zuidema, an associate provost
and one of the organizers of the new
initiative, says that the reading groups
were started as “a way for us to look at
who we are and what we do; it’s a way of
looking in the mirror and talking again
about what it means to be reformed.”
Each semester, book discussions are
scheduled for three different books.
Faculty and staff can choose to read one
or more and attend
discussions led by a
colleague.

aspect of the discussion groups is “the
chance to have campus-wide discussions
about important topics, and to get to
hear from people I otherwise would not
talk with since their offices are buildings
away from mine.”
Sheryl Taylor, director of library services,
has been both a leader and participant
in the groups, and she appreciates the
groups for similar reasons. They offer

“We want to push for integrated
learning and interdisciplinary
study and create opportunities
for students and faculty.”

Criminal Justice
Professor Donald
roth, who
participated in
all three of last
semester’s discussions
—Criminal Justice Professor Donald roth
and will lead one
of the groups this
semester, says
an opportunity to hear a broad range
that he found the groups to be a good
of perspectives, and since the groups
opportunity to interact with other faculty
are small, the intimidation factor is low
and staff.
“because almost everyone is out of their
“As a student, I really enjoyed talking
with others about issues raised in class.
There aren’t as many opportunities to do
that as professors because we’re all busy,
and there isn’t necessarily a time or place
when we’re all together.”

element and on neutral ground.”

Taylor hopes the group conversation
will expand to include members of the
broader community as well. “The issues
we talk about are relevant to Dordt and
community life. There are seldom

current booKS
Books being read this semester include
Abraham Kuyper: A Short and Personal
Introduction by richard J. Mouw
Heroic Conservatism by Michael J.
gerson
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
by rebecca Skloot

easy answers, so we need to discuss in
community.”
According to roth, community discussion
is something that Dordt wants to
promote on campus. “It’s kind of like
the Water Project. We want to push for
integrated learning and interdisciplinary
study and create opportunities for
students and faculty.”
So far, more than 50 employees have
participated in the groups, and zuidema
hopes that number will grow this spring,
especially since some of the authors of
the books being read will be on campus
as part of the First Mondays Speaker
Series.
AnnA VISSEr ('14)

Philosophy professor neal Deroo shares
this view, saying that the most valuable

JAMIn VEr VELDE ('99)
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Rebekah dykhuizen ('14)

Faculty Bits

creativity takes
center stage
P

rofessor Josiah Wallace introduced
Theatre 128 this fall, “a practical
exercise in theatrical creation and
collaboration.” Sam
Leverton, a sophomore
playwright for Theatre
128 describes it as
“128 hours of theater
madness.” Senior
Alex Updike, an actor,
J. Wallace
describes it as “an
opportunity for theater students to
take the skills they’ve learned and put
them into practice as they write, direct,
[design, and produce] a full, one-act
performance with just 128 hours of prep
time.”
In October, theater arts majors, minors,
and scholarship holders were assigned
to one of four teams. Each team had a
playwright, a director, and six or seven
actors. Students also served as designers
and publicists. Each team was assigned
one of four themes related to the
subject of water, connecting to last fall’s
campus-wide interdisciplinary project.
From Monday until Saturday, students
wrote, designed, worked, and rehearsed,
creating four one-act plays for
performance on Saturday. The four
playwrights frantically collaborated
with their groups about their theme
and then wrote original one-act plays.
Directors created engaging and creative

productions with their casts. Designers
built fantastic sets, costumes, and
lighting displays. Publicists hurriedly
spread the word across campus about
the soon-occurring performances.
Actors memorized lines and took on
characters in just a few days.
After a week of little sleep, four pieces
of original theater were ready to be
performed before full-house audiences.
“The quality of writing, acting, directing,
and costuming produced in such a short
time was incredible,” says Updike.
Wallace believes that the tight time
frame of Theatre 128 required “boldness
and serious collaboration.” Together,
students were able to “create something
more interesting, more powerful,
and more engaging” than they could
have conceived of as individuals. This
was seen in the “quality of visual
environments that were created” by one
acts that “conveyed four completely
different worlds,” he said.
Whether or not Theatre 128 becomes a
tradition, it will be remembered in the
theater department for years to come,
not only for its unique challenges, but
also for relationships that were formed
and gifts that were developed.

news

Theatre 128 week allowed students “to use the gifts that God gave them to create something good
to share with others,” said sophomore Jessica McCarty, a lighting designer.

Dr. Paul Fessler’s
article “The Beauty
of Diversity and
the Problem of
Multiculturalism”
appeared in the
Christian Educators
Journal Vol 52, no 1 (October 2012):
4-6. Fessler presented “Fantasy
Sports and Gaming in Post-WWII
America: From Strat-o-matic board
games to Yahoo Fantasy Football
online” at the Evasion of Popular
Culture Conference held at Dordt
College in November 2012. The
paper was first given at the Popular
Culture Association/American
Culture Association National
Conference held in Boston last April.
Dr. Bob De Smith is hosting the 21st
annual Northern Plains Conference
on Early British Literature at Dordt
College on April 5 and 6. The
conference features papers on all
aspects of teaching, interpretation,
and research on Early British
Literature.
On January 19, 2013,
David Versluis gave
a presentation to
an enthusiastic
audience of
the Society of
Typographic Arts in
Chicago. Versluis spoke about his
current typographic work. Versluis's
montage, “We the people…”, was
selected for the “Minority Rule”
exhibit of the 28th Positive/Negative
National Juried Art Exhibition at the
Slocumb Galleries, East Tennessee
State University, Johnson City,
Tennessee, from February 18 to
March 8, 2013. And a Versluis and
Roy R. Behrens collaboration series
titled "Iowa Insects" was recognized
in the “Artists’ Showcase,” the
Orange City Arts Council’s regional
juried exhibition on display at
the Northwestern College DeWitt
Theatre Arts Center from February
15 to 23, 2013.
Dr. John Zwart is president of the
Iowa Section of the American
Association of Physics Teachers.
He also serves on the Section
Representatives Nominating
Committee.

Elizabeth Riley ('15)
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new learning laBS
teach proBlem Solving
Professors are often surprised to see what students come up with
when they’re given the opportunity to explore.
“Most students are capable of doing more
than we expect or ask of them,” says
Dr. Darren Stoub, a chemistry professor.
“We’re in the business of
showing them what they
are capable of.”

to use lab instruments and techniques,
it doesn’t give them the freedom to do
creative problem solving. Dordt’s science
faculty think students learn better and
find their studies more interesting if
they’re allowed to explore.

To do this, Stoub and his
colleagues in the sciences
are moving to discoverybased labs.

Many Dordt labs have already changed.
Last semester, lab instructor Traci
Hoogland (’11) helped develop labs
she says she would have enjoyed as
a student. In these labs, students are
presented with a problem and asked to
design their own experiments and find
their own solutions. Traditional labs laid
out the problem and gave each student
instructions that would lead them to a
predetermined solution.

Darren stoub

“In discovery-based labs, you give
students a basic idea of what they are
trying to solve, but you don’t tell them
how to do it,” says Stoub. This method
forces students to be more engaged in
their work.
College labs have long used “cookiecutter” experiments: tried and true
assignments conducted with a set of
specific instructions for each student
to follow. While this approach helps
students learn to follow instructions and

discombobulated—but that’s what real
life is,” says Stoub. He is noticing that
students seem more interested in the
results of their experiments.
“Sometimes step-by-step instructions can
make students stop thinking about what
they are doing and just blindly follow the
directions,” says Hoogland. “They don’t
necessarily care about the results, and
if something goes wrong or they miss a
step in the process, they get frustrated
and want to throw up their hands and
say, ‘It didn’t work. Are we done now?’”

Hoogland tried to create labs that
challenged advanced students without
leaving behind those who are struggling.

Stoub has observed that students
are beginning to ask more insightful
questions. Instead of asking whether or
not they did the experiment correctly,
they ask thoughtful questions about how
to use a specific technique or how to
explain the data they’ve gathered.

“The labs are harder and messier, they’re
not always organized, and they can feel

Hanna Wagenaar, a sophomore nursing
student, finds the new discovery-based

lab SPaceS
A problem-based approach to
learning and research is driving
the way lab spaces are being
designed for Dordt’s new science
building. The building will
give students easier access to
the resources and equipment
they need for their varied
experiments. In contrast to the
rows of identical stations in
classical labs that keep students
in their own separate spaces,
the new labs will be designed
to encourage individual and
collaborative work between
groups of students and faculty.
Faculty believe collaboration
leads to better learning.
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Phase 3:

$11 million

$4-5 million

$3-4 million

Raised to date: $8 million

making room for the ScienceS
Dordt College is planning a two-story addition to the science building that will contain faculty
offices, technology-enabled classrooms, computer labs, informal learning spaces, and presentation
and display areas. enrollment in science majors has increased dramatically in the past several
years. Depending on fundraising totals, the board hopes to begin construction on the much-needed
project this spring. For more information or to contribute online go to www.dordt.edu/services_
support/advancement/science_building.

human anatomy and physiology (HAP)
labs exciting.
“In other labs, everyone is doing the
same thing,” she says. “In the HAP lab,
you have to come up with something
that will benefit your learning. It is
definitely more personalized.”

students for graduate school, but there
is so much content in the sciences that
we can never address everything,” said
Stoub. “Instead, we need to teach our
students how to deal with it.”
Stoub and his colleagues realize it
will take time to get full buy-in from
students.

What’s more,
Wagenaar can
tailor the lab
to her field of
interest. She,
along with her
lab partners, was
told to conduct
an experiment
related to the
muscular system.
As a nursing
—Dr. Darren Stoub, chemistry professor
student, she was
interested in
whether she could truly measure muscle
“They’ve been taught structured
atrophy using a tape measure, a common
experimentation their whole lives, and
health care practice.
we’re forcing them out of that mold. But
everything we are doing in our labs is
“I could see how this project was
based on scientific data and literature
important to my future as a nurse and
that supports this way of doing research,”
how it could help my patients,” said
he says.
Wagenaar.
Wagenaar sees the value of the new
Instead of evaluating the results of
method. “If you are willing to put time
the experiments, professors now focus
into your lab, you can come up with
more on the work that has gone into the
something cool. The labs are not as easy
experiment.
as a step-by-step lab, but you learn so
much more because you do so much
Discovery-based learning also helps
more problem solving. You’re finding
prepare students for graduate school.
things out for yourself.”
“Sometimes people think we need to
teach more content to better prepare
SArAH VAnDEr PLAATS ( ’05)

“We are looking at engagement,
use of logic to solve a problem,
whether the students are doing the
work, and whether they are able to
articulate what they are doing,”

Computer Science
Professor nick
Breems presented
“Outsourcing our
Willpower? The
case for and against
technology-enabled
volitional scaffolding” at the 2012
Baylor Symposium on Faith and
Culture, Technology, and Human
Flourishing.

news

Phase 1:

Dr. neal DeRoo’s book, Futurity in
Phenomenology: Promise and Method
in Husserl, Levinas, and Derrida, has
recently been published by Fordham
University Press. A paper by Deroo,
“Phenomenology as Eschatological
Materialism,” was also published
in Arc: The Journal of the Faculty of
Religious Studies, Mcgill University
39 [2012], 131-142.
Dr. Benjamin
Kornelis’s
arrangement of
“I Love to Tell the
Story,” written for the
retirement of rev.
Herm Van niejenhuis
and premiered at the 2012 Iowa
High School Choral Festival, will be
published by MorningStar Music.
Dr. nathan Tintle gave presentations
on “Developing an innovative
randomization-based introductory
statistics curriculum,” TUES/AAAS
Principal investigator’s meeting.
Washington, D.C., January 2013;
“recent technological breakthroughs
in genomics and their impact on
treatment and research for common
psychiatric disorders” nAMI support
group. Sioux Center, December 2012;
“A geometric framework to guide
understanding of rare variant tests
of association” International genetic
Epidemiology Society. Stephenson,
Wash. October 2012. Tintle was
also the Pathway Analysis group
Leader and Proceedings Editor at
the genetic Analysis Workshop 18.
Stephenson, Wash. October 2012.
Dr. John Visser’s book, The Crossroad
of Prosperity and Poverty: The Impact
of Religious Beliefs and Worldviews
on Economic Outcomes, is available
at the Dordt Bookstore and Amazon.
com. Visser explores how beliefs and
the values emanating from them
may affect poverty and prosperity.
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leaderS BecomeS eaSier
S

tudent involvement in worship on
Dordt’s campus is growing. Several
years of planning, along with the addition
of a worship arts minor last year and
a new worship arts room this year, has
contributed to this growth.

each other. The larger and
better-equipped space has
improved not only practices
but also the ability for groups
to work together. And the new
instruments and equipment
have allowed teams to grow
in their ability to play quality
music, both on and off campus.

The worship arts room is located in
the lower level of the Campus Center.
Everything in it was generously funded
by a donor who believes it is important
to have an area on campus dedicated to
worship and music. The room contains
everything students need to practice
and play in more contemporary worship
settings. It includes guitars, amps,
JAMIn VEr VELDE ('99)

The worship Arts Room offers students a place to
plan, collaborate, practice, and reflect.

microphones, keyboards, drums, and
even a television so that students can
play back their performances in order to
critique their work and improve upon it.

Before the worship room was
constructed, most worship teams
practiced in a storage closet. Band
members had a difficult time hearing
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—Jonathan De groot, campus ministries coordinator

“We have more confidence
now when we go out and perform, and
we know who’s going to play what and
when,” says Mia Kornelis, a member of
both the traveling praise team and a
gIFT praise team. gIFT is the studentled Sunday evening worship held on
campus. Praise team members can focus
on playing and singing well rather than
having to worry about logistics.
“The new equipment helps us better
lead worship in churches and in the
community, too,” says Ben Sytsma, who
leads the traveling praise group. “We
can pack up everything we need and
go. I don’t have any fear anymore that
something is going to go wrong.”

while and we’ve seen campus ministries
grow—not just us, but the whole body.
The new room is just one piece of that,”
says Worship Team Leader Sara DeWaal.
“Our hope is that Dordt will become
a place where students are shaped to
become future leaders in churches,
helping congregations navigate the
opportunities that traditional and
contemporary music offer,” says
Schuttinga.
KELLY zATLIn ('13)

“We have a lot of wonderful musicians
on campus, and we want them to be able
refine and hone their skills to achieve a
standard of excellence in how they play
music,” says Associate Provost Bethany
Schuttinga. She believes the new worship
room is helping this happen.
De groot notes that what is happening in
campus ministry today is partly the result
of staff and students who are no longer
here “who invested heavily in worship on
campus” in years past.
Students involved in leading worship on
campus are benefitting personally from
the new worship arts room and minor,
but campus ministry staff believe
the whole campus is becoming
more thoughtful about worship
because of the work that god is
doing in the hearts of people on
campus.
“A lot of us have been at Dordt for a

DAnIEL WOUDEnBErg (’16)

“It’s a working laboratory,” says Jonathan
De groot, Dordt’s campus ministries
coordinator. “It’s more than a rehearsal
room; it’s also a sanctuary of sorts where
people can meet the Lord. It’s a place to
talk about and plan worship but also to
practice, a place where they can come up
with set lists, experiment with different
styles of music, and create new music
and arrangements.”

“It’s more than a rehearsal
room; it’s also a sanctuary of
sorts where people can meet
the Lord.”

a faculty reflection

Expanding Horizons: Historical Imagination and The Hobbit

I

n a hole in the ground, there lived a
hobbit.” With this line, written on a
blank page of a student essay he was
grading at the time, J.r.r. Tolkien began
The Hobbit.. Years later, after Tolkien’s
fame was secured by the
success of The Hobbit
and his masterpiece The
Lord of the Rings, Tom
Shippey would declare
Tolkien “Author of
the Century.” Even
today, the improbable
popularity of Tolkien’s work continues,
with the first film based on The Hobbit
continuing its run in a theater near you.
Initially, however, literary critics hated
Tolkien’s work—they found it silly and
bizarre and completely irrelevant. They
wanted Hemingway’s despair, Faulkner’s
tangles, Salinger’s angst—anything
but what they got from Tolkien. What
Tolkien, an Oxford scholar, gave them
was Bilbo and Frodo Baggins of Bag
End, Hobbiton, the Shire. They wanted
horizons they already knew; what they
got was another world entirely.

As Christians who must try to see
the world for what it was, for what it
is now, and for what it will be later,
imagination is especially important. Core
399 students read portions of Walter
Brueggeman’s The Bible Makes Sense, in
which Brueggeman implores Christians
to read the Bible with “historical
imagination.” For Brueggeman, history
and imagination must inform each other
as we read Scripture. reading Scripture
as events that happened in history
prevents us from going wild in our
imaginations about what the Christian
life means; reading with imagination
prevents us from sealing off god and
his promises as something in the past.
The story of Scripture continues, and we
need imagination to see ourselves as the
people of god in the present.
So, what does this have to do with
The Hobbit? In classes where we study
Tolkien’s work, I ask this question: Why
do we hold up Tolkien as a Christian
author? There’s no mention of Christ in
The Hobbit or The Lord of the Rings, nor
is there mention of religion, certainly
not of religion as we know it. If gandalf
is a Christ figure, he must be among the
weakest Christ figures in literature. Sure,
the books are moral, and good triumphs
over evil, but that qualifies Tolkien’s work
as Platonic as much as Christian.
What makes Tolkien’s work an example
of Christian art, I would argue, is his
historical, biblical imagination. Tolkien
lived and worked in a dark time, when
the world faced new horrors such as

“the routine bombardment of civilian
populations, the use of famine as a
political measure, the revival of judicial
torture, the ‘liquidation’ of whole classes
of political opponents, extermination
camps, deliberate genocide, and the
continuing development of ‘weapons
of mass destruction’” (Shippey 324-5).
Tolkien looked at this world and knew
that important things—the possibility
of talking donkeys and slain giants and
virgin births and, well, “gospel”—had
been lost. So, he created an imagined
past that, in the midst of this horror,
might help, in his words, to “re-enchant”
the world.
Little has changed since Tolkien’s time
except, perhaps, that we have grown
accustomed to the horrors that were in
his day “new,” that we’re satisfied as long
as these horrors stay comfortably away
from us. But the antidote to horror, too,
has stayed the same: that we understand
the possibility of “gospel” in our lives and
in the world, that we imagine what the
world was and what it might become,
that we use imagination to re-enchant
the world.
There is little work more important at
Dordt College than that we sharpen such
a historical, biblical imagination.
Shippey, Tom. The Road to Middle Earth. new
York: Mariner Books, 2003.
HOWArD SCHAAP’S IMAgInATIOn STUDIES
HAVE TAKEn HIM FrOM THE rEMnAnTS
OF MInnESOTA’S TALL grASS PrAIrIES TO
TOLKIEn’S MIDDLE EArTH TO THE OPEn-AIr
MArKETS OF LAOS—PLACES THAT HE TrIES TO
BrIng InTO THE CLASSrOOM FOr STUDEnTS In
EngLISH AnD COrE CLASSES.

JAMES FISHEr

It would be nice if “expanding our
horizons” simply meant traveling. Then,
once we had reached the horizon, we
could count our horizons expanded.
However, it is entirely possible to
expand our physical horizons but to
remain small-minded. Hard rock Cafés
worldwide count on that very fact. no,
“expanding our horizons” is largely
an act of imagination. To begin to
understand even one other person’s life,
we must take into account such things
as psychology and history, religion
and landscape. The way we begin to
appreciate such things is by getting

outside ourselves and walking around in
another person’s smelly shoes.

news
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JAMIn VEr VELDE ('99)

traSh
talK
Dumpster diving as homework?
It was for students in Dr. Sherri
Lantinga’s section of Core 399:
Calling, Task, and Culture.

L

antinga is a psychologist and
is becoming something of a
garbologist—someone interested in
trash for what it tells about a culture.
“Looking at garbage helps us understand
what we value,” says Lantinga.
Thinking about trash is something
Lantinga has been doing for a long time.
In fact, she admits that she and her
family are dumpster
divers.

five groups to study a variety of issues
relevant to living as Christians in today’s
world. Each of five faculty mentors gets
a few minutes to describe and promote
their section, after which students order
their choices for the group they’d like to
join. She worked hard to sell her idea.

PreSentationS

“Students were stunned to learn that a
prof went dumpster diving,” she says.
But nearly half of the class of 140

• cultural factors related to the creation
of and disposal of garbage (built in
obsolescence, keeping up with the
Joneses, etc.)

“Students were stunned to learn
that a prof went dumpster diving.”

“There are so
many usable
things thrown into
dumpsters,” she
—Pyschology Professor Sherri Lantinga
says. Her family
has found perfectly
students chose her section as their
usable bedding, clothes, food, appliances,
first choice. Even though fewer than 30
and much more—many in Dordt
eventually got in, the whole class learned
dumpsters at the end of the school year.
something about trash from the group’s
In an attempt to make a small dent in
end-of-semester presentation.
what goes into the landfill, the Lantinga
family washes and cleans good, usable
Students in Lantinga’s class participated
items and brings them to secondhand
in several group activities to give them
stores. The kids even make a little money
more information about garbage.
in the process.
Each student kept a 24-hour trash diary
But despite her own interest in the issue,
to help them become more conscious
Lantinga wasn’t sure, at the beginning
of what they threw away. They were
of the semester, that students would
asked to put items in categories: food
think it was such a cool idea to study
packaging, paper, plastic, metal, etc.,
trash. Core 399 students are divided into
and then do some research on how long
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Lantinga’s class was divided into five
groups. Each contributed to a presentation
about what they had learned to the entire
Core 399 class at the end of the semester.
Presentations were given on the following:

• impact on creation (pollution, landfill
seepage, the effect of increasingly many
disposable products, etc.)
• emotional health issues related to acquiring
and disposing of material (social factors
related to wanting and having stuff)
• recycling (what can be recycled locally,
profitability of recycling metal, glass, paper,
and plastic, the amount of water saved
by recycling paper, which plastics can be
recycled, etc.)
• reusing and repairing “trash” (buying
secondhand when possible, using things as
long as possible, learning to fix instead of
throw away)

JOrDAn EDEnS ('13)

things take to break down.

They visited the local landfill and
recycling center to get a better idea of
what happens to the trash they put out
at the curb. They learned what comes in
and what gets recycled, and they saw the
large hill rising over the Iowa farmland.
They listened to a young alumna
describe lifestyle choices she and her
husband are making to produce less
waste and interviewed local couples
interested in these issues.
They read a variety of articles about the
impact of garbage and learned, among
other things, that plastic doesn’t break
down, that cooking from scratch creates
far less food packaging waste, that the
local landfill will be full in 30 years,
and that the Pacific Ocean has a giant
floating “island” of plastic trash.
For the rest of the semester, Lantinga’s
students were divided into working
groups, each group looking at one aspect
of the issue.
“Students soon come to realize how
complicated things are,” says Lantinga,
adding that they also see that what they
are learning is not just theoretical but
that it has implications for daily living.
“They begin to ask questions like, ‘how
many pairs of shoes do I own—and how
many do I need’ and, in the process,
begin to think that this, as everything, is
a discipleship issue.”

JOrDAn EDEnS ('13)

Lantinga’s goal for the course is to
get her students thinking and making
conscious choices: being more aware
of why they buy things; realizing

The "ick" factor heightened for many students
as they sorted campus trash; so did awareness
of the impact of their habits.

that when they throw things away,
they don’t disappear but end up in
oceans, endanger people in developing
countries, or affect the health of animals
and people; and asking whether they
need as much as they’ve come to want.
Some students had not thought much
about these issues before; a few were
already committed to secondhand
clothes and recycling. Lantinga found
that students’ attitudes and behaviors
seemed to have been formed early and
in the home, and, in general, Canadian
students were more concerned about
these issues than U.S. students.
regardless of where her students were
when they began the course, Lantinga
says the class gave them the opportunity
to talk to and challenge each other in a
way that benefitted everyone.
Lantinga doesn’t give students a
prescription for how much and what
they should buy or throw away,
but she does push them to see that
creating and dealing with trash is a
discipleship issue, not simply an issue
for environmentalists. What she hopes
they leave with is simple: Because I am a
follower of Christ, my actions matter—in
this as in everything else.
SALLY JOngSMA

Faculty Bits
Dr. Robbin eppinga
gave a poster
presentation in
December titled
“Large Scale Matrix
Degradation by
Stromal Cells
Independent of Invadopodia” at
the American Society for Cell
Biology annual meeting in San
Francisco. The presentation was
based on Eppinga’s postdoctoral
cancer research. Dordt biology
students are now doing cancer
research, following up on Eppinga’s
postdoctoral work at the Mayo
Clinic.

FeATuRes

The class went on a campus dumpster
dive to investigate the garbage of two
residence halls. They took out and sorted
what they found, recycling, composting,
and reusing what they could before
returning the rest to the dumpster.

Education Professor
Dave Mulder was
a guest blogger on
Christian Schools
International’s
"nurturing Faith"
blog in December and
January (nurturingfaith.wordpress.
com). His two-part entry, titled
“Developing a Personal Learning
network via Twitter,” explained
what a PLn is, how Twitter works,
and how Christian educators might
benefit by using Twitter as part of a
PLn. In Mulder's own blog, iteachand-ilearn.blogspot.com, he shares
thoughts on teaching, learning,
technology, students, faith, and
school culture—or in his words,
“what does teaching Christianly look
like in the 21st century?”
Dr. leah Zuidema was a co-presenter
for two sessions at the national
Council of Teachers of English
Annual Convention last november.
She and James E. Fredricksen led
an invited roundtable presentation
sponsored by the CEE Commission
on Writing Teacher Education titled
“Collaborators in the Scholarship
of Teaching: reflection, research,
Writing.” An article stemming
from this session (with eight more
co-authors) is forthcoming in the
next issue of Teaching / Writing: The
Journal of Writing Teacher Education.
zuidema and Fredricksen’s second
presentation was titled “CoWriting our reading(s): Entering
and Extending Cross-Institutional
Conversations.”
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preparing to live in a

gloBal
world

AnnA STADEM (’13)
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Today’s world-turned-global-community
makes it important for people not just
to know about others but to understand
them. Obvious examples are in diplomacy
and conflict resolution. Actions in one
part of the world can have a swift and
significant impact on another part of the
world, especially in today’s technological
world. Words and actions matter.
“Many of us don’t even realize how
many global connections we have,”
says Taylor—or at least how much they
affect our everyday lives. Today, even in
small communities like Sioux Center, the
number of people who travel around the
world for work or leisure is surprisingly
large. Not understanding the people
we meet can lead to lost opportunities
to enrich our lives personally as well as
economically and politically.
For example, says Taylor, people come
from around the world on a regular
basis to tour the bio-tech work being
done near Sioux Center. How we treat
and understand each other can have
a significant impact on such business
efforts.
Dordt College also is part of a worldwide
and engaged Christian community, one

Jamin Ver Velde (’99)

T

aylor describes standing on a
street in Korea and sounding out
the Korean word for ice cream.
Even though the adopted English word
for ice cream even sounded a bit similar
(아이스크림 = ah-ee-se-ke-reem), Taylor
had to be told what it meant. He uses
the anecdote to illustrate the importance
of experientially learning about other
people and their cultures. “Too often we
mimic and think we understand,” he says.

features

Curtis Taylor, the director of international student and off-campus
programs at Dordt College, learned to read and pronounce Korean
words in 45 minutes. He learned even more quickly that being able to
read words did not mean that he knew what they meant.

Dr. Curtis Taylor communicates personally with every international student who is considering attending
Dordt College. He also keeps in contact with them after they enroll.

that is quite different from that of only a
missionaries: the images in his mind had
generation ago. In places like Korea and
them living in mud huts, enduring a hard
some African countries, Christianity is
life, and primarily teaching Sunday school
alive and dynamically shaping people’s
to natives who needed the help of North
lives. Christian institutions worldwide
American Christians. Taylor hopes that
are preparing
students to engage
communities
in areas such
as business,
development, and
—Curtis Taylor, director of international students and off-campus programs
education. Dordt has
built relationships
with communities and educational
many of these stereotypes are a thing of
institutions in countries ranging from
the past, but also knows that stereotypes
Korea and Indonesia to Zambia and
about cultures that are unfamiliar are
Nicaragua.
hard to change. A North American
student who has not known anyone from
Taylor recalls that growing up, his sense
another country or culture may express
of other cultures was often connected to
surprise that students from Africa can

“Many of us don't even realize how
many global connections we have.”
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SArAH VAnDEr PLAATS (’05)

International students participate in an orientation at the beginning of the year to help familiarize them with the culture at Dordt College.

How do international students end up at Dordt?
In the past, international students
at Dordt College were primarily
Canadians who shared Dordt’s reformed
perspective on education, with a few
from countries served by missionaries
with a connection to Dordt College.
In the 1980s a group of Vietnamese
students attended following a
relationship Dordt developed with
Vietnamese churches in California. A
group of russian students enrolled after
some faculty taught in russia. Today, a
more focused effort is being made to
increase enrollment of international
students for whom a Dordt College
education might be a good fit, says Dr.
Curtis Taylor, the director of international
student and off-campus programs.
Developing relationships with Christian
universities and professors in Korea,
among other places, led to a new
strategic priority: building a globally
engaged campus.
“Many students around the world
want to study in the United States,”
says Taylor. Dordt advertises
on several websites geared
to these students, sifting
through hundreds of
inquiries.
“We are very honest,
though, about what
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we offer and what type of student might
benefit from our program,” he adds.
Taylor also recruits at international
Christian schools and missionary schools
in countries such as the Philipines, Korea,
Japan, Thailand, Indonesia, and Kenya.
Some of today’s international students
have been in the United States as high
school exchange students. This fall, the
college hosted its first International High
School Exchange Student Leadership
Conference to bring to campus
international students studying in the
United States, often at Christian high
schools around the country.
“Many of these students came to the U.S.
because they want to go to college or
university here,” says Taylor. They apply
to places like Harvard or Stanford, but if
they don’t get in, they sometimes end up
going to a community college.
“Dordt can be a good fit for
them,” Taylor says. “These
students have usually
been in a Christian
environment,
bonded with a
Christian family,
and may have
classmates
who will

attend Dordt. They can both benefit from
a Dordt education and add something
valuable to the education of other
students.”
Exchange programs also bring students
to campus. In most cases, it is more
affordable for Asian students to come
to the United States than for African
students. Yet, by working with Christian
institutions in Korea, for example, African
students also benefit. Dr. Sung Soo
Kim, the president of Kosin University
in Pusan, South Korea, whose university
intentionally provides opportunities for
African students to study there because
of a different cost structure to attend,
has told Taylor that his students, in turn,
benefit from studying in another cultural
context when they come to Dordt. Dordt
has exchange relationships with schools
like Kosin University in Korea and
Daystar University in Kenya.
“We personally interact with every
international student who is considering
Dordt College,” says Taylor. “We want
students to have a clear understanding
of the quality, Christ-centered education
that they will receive here, and we want
them (and their parents) to know that
we will personally guide their academic,
personal, and social success at Dordt
College.”

“The world doesn’t revolve around what
street you live on or what you own,”
That increasing diversity is a good thing,
says Magara. “It all belongs to God,
and he loves it
all. Just being
in a different
environment
helps broaden
one’s worldview
and general
—Fortunate Magara, exchange student from Uganda
outlook on life.
I have grown in
knowledge about
many things, and interacting with people
believes Taylor. It can bring another
from different cultures is a priceless
perspective on ideas and on life. In
experience that God has allowed me to
classes, international students can bring
have by coming to Dordt.”
different examples to the conversation

“I am proudly African, but it can
be a bit overwhelming to represent
a whole continent of countries.”

Dordt College has always enrolled
a relatively large percentage of
international students for a private

features

Helping relationships develop between
students from different cultures helps
dispel such stereotypes, believes
Fortunate Magara from Kampala,
Uganda, an exchange student from
Daystar University in Nairobi, Kenya, who
studied at Dordt last semester.

cafe by night

college its size. In the past, that meant
primarily Canadians, a handful of Dutch,
missionary children from here and
there, and a few international students
encouraged to come by missionaries.
Today’s group of international students
still includes a good number of
Canadians—although fewer than in
the past—but increasing numbers of
them come from Asia, Africa, and South
America.

jamin ver velde (’99)

afford to study in the United States or
that they are computer savvy.

Both public relations majors, Magara and
Mang’eli intentionally spent time in the coffee
shop to try to get to know American students.
They cooked for other students and found
ways to share their cultures—demonstrating
that some things are very different and other
things are not. They dispelled the idea that
all children in Africa are starving and living in
huts; Nairobi is a bustling 21st-century city.

understanding and patience for other
ways of doing things. Magara and fellow
Daystar student Ivy Mang’eli admit to
being initially surprised by questions such
as “What does your father do?”

and ask questions North American
students might not think to ask.
But diversity also demands

Doug burg

“That wouldn’t be asked in our cultures.
We expect to get to know people by how
they represent themselves, not by who
their parents are,” says Magara. She and
Mang’eli tried to be good representatives
of their cultures, but also to find ways
to help North American students
understand them as students from
Uganda and Kenya.
“I am proudly African,” says Magara, “but
it can be a bit overwhelming to represent
a whole continent of countries.”
Nevertheless, they often tried.
“Africans enjoy life,” adds Mang’eli.
“People like getting together and being
happy. It’s not based on how much you
have.” She and Magara describe their
traditionally tribal cultures as “relational.”

For the past several years Dordt's Korean students have enjoyed the opportunity not only to live and
study in the United States but also to do so with a relatively large group of fellow Koreans.

“Africans take Americans at face value
when they ask ‘How are you?’” says
Taylor. “They (American students) are
sometimes a little surprised when
international students actually begin
to tell them.” In general, he believes,
Americans are quick to smile and say
hello, but more reserved in getting
to know others than their African
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counterparts.
“People in Sioux Center are friendly, they
smile, wave, and generally know each
other. I love the feeling of community
and hospitality. I have been invited by
many families to their homes just to
share with them about my culture. It is
a beautiful thing,” says Magara. “You
can only get to know people part way
without seeing them where they live.
Then you begin to see that there is more
than one right way to do things.”
The Daystar students did find that they
knew more about the United States
and other parts of the world than most
north American students knew about

about dordt
“Professors make learning easier here,” say
Magara and Mang’eli, adding that they found
professors accommodating and interested
in their students. “I love the relationship we
have with our professors here! We can reach
them any time and they respond promptly
with a lot of help! They are kind and the
college has an ‘extra eye’ for international
students since they are more likely to have
challenges in the system. I like the followup we get to help review our grades and the
condition of our stay on campus. I really feel
like everyone wants me to get the best. Dordt
makes it happen for my good.”

countries other than their own. They
would sometimes get asked questions
about Somalia or Sudan, the questioner
unconsciously lumping all of Africa
together into one catagory.

“We all benefit from learning more about
each other,” they say, noting that even
though differences are accentuated in the
beginning, living and studying together
teaches patience, acceptance, and

“The college has an ‘extra eye’ for international
students since they are more likely to have
challenges in the system.”
—Ivy Meng'eli, about her experience as an exchange student at Dordt College

“Americans have access to so many
resources and take so much for granted,”
says Mang’eli. She won’t quickly forget
her access to smoothly and consistently
running Internet service everywhere on
campus.
“I find myself thinking, ‘What am I going
to do without Spotify?’” she said with
a laugh referring to the online music
service that became a part of her daily
routine while here.
Magara and Mang’eli returned to Daystar
at the end of the fall 2012 semester with
many memories, observations, and things
to think about.

tolerance of other ways of thinking and
acting. They encourage other students to
participate in exchange programs.
“You don’t need to be the president to
change the world, you just need to get
to know people and love them,” says
Mang’eli. “Just because you see things
you don’t like, doesn’t mean that they’re
bad. I feel that I’m way ahead of someone
who hasn’t stepped out of their own
country.”
SALLY JOngSMA

JAHn KUIPEr ('16)
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Doors open for Dordt students in Kenya

Justin and fellow Dordt digital media
production major, Jayson Korthuis, who
was also studying at Daystar University
last semester, found that it also took
some time for them to get used to East
African jokes and culture. But, they say,
they both had a blast doing so.
“It was more than I could imagine and
ask for,” said Gloudemans, a Big Lake,
Minnesota, native. “Meeting new people,
building relationships and being outside
the shelter of the states allowed me
to experience God through
another culture’s eyes.”
Gloudemans and Korthuis
were the first Dordt exchange
students to study at Daystar
University.

features
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Justin Gloudemans, a junior digital media
major, learned quickly that jokes are
very cultural. Gloudemans was asked
to be the co-master-of-ceremonies at
an event held last semester at Daystar
University in Kenya where he was an
exchange student. Not wanting to refuse,
he prepared one-liners that he thought
would crack up the crowd. At the school
assembly, he confidently walked up and
delivered his first joke. Silence. Raised
eyebrows. His cohost quickly stepped in
and said a few words. Without hesitation,
the crowd burst into laughter.

Justin Gloudemans and Jayson Korthuis enjoyed exploring the country with their Kenyan classmates.

to learn is just to go out and experience
it.”
The two Dordt students found many
similarities between home and Kenya.

As I started to get to know the people
in depth, I realized that people all over
the world are put on this earth to glorify
God. Although our challenges look
different, our purpose remains the same.”

“As I started to get to know people, I realized that
people all over the world are put on this earth to
glorify God. Although our challenges look different,
our purpose remains the same.”

Dordt’s relationship with
Daystar University has grown
—Justin Gloudemans, about finding himself in a totally new environment
as Dordt has encouraged
more students to study
around the world. Daystar has
“We stayed in a dorm setting much like
This insight changed Gloudemans’
much to offer in many academic areas,
our own and had classes on campus,”
perspective on his future.
especially in communication and peace
Gloudemans said. “We would sometimes
and conflict study.
“I’ve long imagined making big movies
help a local pastor run errands out in
As the first Dordt students to go to
Daystar, Gloudemans and Korthuis knew
there would be some unknowns. So
Dordt staff tried their best to prepare the
two before they left.
“We gave them practical information
on what to expect as well as cultural
tips and how to handle culture shock,”
said Linda Schroedermeier, Dordt’s
international student and off-campus
programs coordinator. “But the best way

the rural areas, but for the most part we
were in the city.”

Gloudemans found himself learning more
than he could imagine.
“I had developed many relationships
at Dordt and coming here almost felt
like starting over,” Gloudemans said.
“But convincing myself to totally trust
God when I was far from my support
system ignited my passion for the Lord.

in Hollywood that would have a hidden
message leading people to learn more
about Christ,” he said. “There is still
that desire in me, but after seeing these
unique and wonderful people, I want
to tell their stories. I want to show the
reality and truth in the world that is all
around us. I feel that was the reason I
was led there.”
Jahn Kuiper ('16)
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rocking hiS world
C

hris Bylsma, a junior agriculture
major from Brookfield, Wisconsin,
spent last semester as an exchange
student at northrise University in ndola,
zambia. He took three classes: zambian
Studies, Social Issues, and Biblical
Worldview, and spent two days a week
working on a farm harvesting bananas,
feeding and vaccinating chickens,
working in a garden, and helping in any
way he could. Chris lived in a hostel
(dormitory) with 18 other zambian
students. They got to know each other
as they watched soccer matches on
television, played soccer or basketball,
studied, cooked, did laundry, and just
hung out together. While there, Bylsma
also traveled to Lusaka, the capital
of zambia, and to Livingstone to see
Victoria Falls, one of the Seven natural
Wonders of the World.
“I chose to go on the Semester in zambia
because I was looking for adventure! I
also wanted to live in another country
and learn about agriculture,” Bylsma
says. “The highlight of the semester for
me was working on the farm. I love hard
work, and there was plenty of it at the
farm! We worked eight hours a day in
sweltering heat, but my co-workers never
complained.”
Bylsma admits that being the only
American in a foreign country was
sometimes a challenge and that he had
to work to develop friendships with
people he initially had little in common
with. During the semester, he and his
housemates became very good friends.
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when you are studying or cooking and
the power goes out, and you really have
to be socially active, but college is a
great time to do something like this. I
found the semester to be like a fire that
god used to refine the good in my life
and remove all the ‘dross’ or bad stuff.”
Bylsma learned that he could be
independent but also how much he
valued living in community. And he

“It will rock your world to eat supper with a
family in a shanty compound, to live without
electricity for a few days, to work for 50 cents an
hour, to take a bus filled to capacity with people
and chickens, and to be an outsider for once in
your life. But it is so worth it.”
—Chris Bylsma, junior agriculture major studying in zambia

Bylsma not only developed good
friendships with his housemates, he also
had opportunities to meet and visit the
homes of zambians.
“Everyone I met was a beautiful person
who worked hard and lived with joy,” he
says.
Bylsma encourages anyone
ready for an adventure
and a challenge to
participate in such an
opportunity.
“It’s not easy

learned to appreciate the rest of the
world.
“I love America, and I always will, but I
believe it is important for Americans to
see what other parts of the world are
really like,” he says.
“There were times when I was ready to
go home and have things be easy again,
but sticking it out was such a blessing.
I look back and see how much I grew
as a person. I loved my time in zambia.
Someday, I hope I can go back.”
SALLY JOngSMA

PHOTO SUBMITTED

“They were the most genuine people
I have ever met,” Bylsma says. “none

of them were wealthy. Some of their
families lived in a shanty compound and
didn’t have running water. They also have
a relationship with god that I hope I can
have someday. Working side-by-side with
these new friends was a huge blessing. I
loved every minute of work, and I loved
the breaks, too. We would find fruit in
the wild and eat it before getting back
to work. We just had to watch out for the
deadly snakes!”

enrollmentS are down in many
youth miniStry programS.
youth paStorS have a notoriouSly
high Burn out rate.

DAnIEL WOUDEnBErg (’16)

1
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youth
miniStry

These statements are not nearly as discouraging as they might
seem at first glance, believes Theology Professor Jason Lief.
Some students who in the past might
have been drawn to Dordt’s youth
ministry program are now going
into education, social work, or other
professions because they are realizing
that to serve people they need to meet
them where they live in the world.
Perceptions about youth ministry are
changing. Some leading experts in the
field are defining it less as congregational

ministry to teens and more as an
opportunity for young people of faith to
engage others.
Lief, who heads Dordt’s youth ministry
program, agrees with this change
in focus. He thinks that providing
opportunities for service is better than
primarily providing entertainment and
fellowship opportunities geared to
keeping teens connected to the church

during adolescence. At the same time,
he agrees with people like Dr. Brian
Fikkert (’86), who, in his book When
Helping Hurts, points out that service and
mission efforts can be as harmful as they
are helpful. Fikkert teaches economics
at Covenant College in Chattanooga,
Tennessee.
Putting young Christians in situations
that help them understand people and
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their culture often helps young Christians
become more engaged in their faith
communities and their culture.
Youth ministry remains an important part
of the church’s ministry, Lief believes,
but getting young adults involved in
ministering to those around them may
be the best way for young people to
grow as committed Christians and church
members.
Lief notes that, whether one is an adult
or an adolescent, Christian faith needs to
be lived in discipleship. Youth ministers,
he believes, should be advocates for and
mentors to young people, inviting them
into the work of the church and working
alongside them to be the hands and feet
of the church in the culture in which they
live. It should not try to “fill in the gap”
before adulthood.
Underlying this approach is a sense
that seeing adolescence as a no man’s
land between childhood and adulthood
has become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Despite youth ministry programs that try
to keep youth connected to the church,
young adults in increasing numbers are
becoming ambivalent about or leaving
churches.

DArIn LAMMErS ('14)

Part of the reason for this ambivalence
may lie in the fact that young people
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often are not treated as maturing adults
or encouraged to think about and grapple
with the issues and concerns of the world
around them, says Lief. Another factor
may be that young people are often more
connected to popular youth culture than
they are to the church and its work.
“Being absorbed in a culture shapes you,
whether you are aware of it or not,” he
says.
“Youth leaders and pastors need to know

with real people can help youth leaders
and pastors talk with young adults about
how they make their choices and set their
values.
According to Lief, this model for
youth ministry is a good fit for Dordt’s
reformed understanding of the world.
It doesn’t allow Christians to focus on
a spiritual existence and avoid the fact
that god works through humanity. It
acknowledges a sovereign god who

“Your student body is filled with some
remarkable young people. It was a joy to see
Dordt College immersing them in opportunities
to critically engage issues that require nuance,
humility, and humor.”
—An out-of-state attendee's response to the "Evasion of Popular Culture Conference"

the cultural reality in which young people
live if they are to get past superficial
piety, grapple with the realities of
brokenness and sin, and see where god
is working in the world,” says Lief. He
believes that a youth ministry program
focusing on cultural studies and working

A popular culture conference held on campus last fall brought
to campus elaine storkey, sociologist; Tony Jones, theologian
and writer; and Peter Rollins, writer and researcher. They and
20 workshop presenters discussed the role of popular culture
on faith develoment and its impact on young people.

created, redeemed, and restores his
world, and it takes the creation, the cross,
and the resurrection very seriously.
“Sometimes religiosity can become
something that shelters us from the
realities of the world,” says Lief. “The
cross shatters religiosity and the

PHOTO SUBMITTED

Youth ministry majors do an internship with local churches or with
organizations like Youthfront in Kansas City.

resurrection pieces a broken world back together. Young people
need space to encounter the crucified and risen Christ and
come to faith. They
need to encounter
god, neighbor, and the
world—not escape it.”

lief relateS

Lief doesn’t consider himself a young
adult anymore, but an experience during
his Ph.D. coursework two summers ago
had a profound effect on his life and on
his thoughts about youth ministry. Lief
worked in a low income neighborhood
in Minneapolis, mentoring and tutoring
young people at Christo rey Jesuit High
School to help give them a chance to
attend college. Working with Hispanic,
African, and African American students,
Lief established an especially good
mentoring relationship with a Somali
Muslim ninth grader.

For Lief, the most
important aspect
of a youth ministry
program is one that he
believes every course
at Dordt College
should address: What
does it mean to live
in a fallen and broken
creation? And how
does the new creation
relate to this?

Finding the answers
can be messy. giving
young people the
room and opportunity
to come to faith
can be difficult to
watch. Lief believes
that Dordt’s youth
ministry program
He hopes his students have similar
must help its students
opportunities.
find opportunities
to encounter god,
their neighbors, and
their world in a way
that allows their commitment to become authentically theirs,
allowing them to relate to others through the lens of god’s love
for them.
“It forced me to relate to a Muslim as an
open and warm person and find a way to
connect with him and his questions,” says
Lief. It also helped him understand the
complexity of cultural issues that drive
people and their lives. “I hope that the
experience helps me have a posture of
generosity as I relate to people through
the lens of god’s love for us,” Lief says.

SALLY JOngSMA
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Serving at Youthfront
Students in Dordt’s youth ministry program are
encouraged to spend a semester working with
Youthfront, a community in Kansas City that creates
an environment that fosters Christian formation in
its members. Youthfront’s camps, programs, training
opportunities, resources, and other ministry initiatives
are designed to help put the good news of the gospel in
the context of living in the world.
“It was an experience of growth, breaking down, and
challenges,” says nate Achterhof, a youth ministry
major who spent the fall semester with Youthfront.
Achterhof lived in the Argentine neighborhood in Kansas
City and worked in an after school program for middle
school and high school-aged kids. Achterhof and fellow
Youthfront staff helped students with homework, went
on trips together, ate dinner together on Thursday
nights, and generally were available for the teens in the
neighborhood. He also worked in the Youthfront office
and studied.
“I read many great books on ministry in the inner city
and in different cultural contexts, learning how the
cultural presuppositions we develop based on our race,
gender, and economic status affect how we do ministry,”
says Achterhof. “I also had to learn how to deal with the
fact that most of the kids in our group spoke Spanish and
had a cultural context that was drastically different than
my own.”
Achterhof also helped with Youthfront’s food justice
ministry, Something to Eat, and benefitted from
developing spiritual disciplines like fixed-hour communal
prayer and meditation time.
“The semester offered
an opportunity to see a
bit of what it is like to do
ministry in both a parachurch
setting and an inner city
neighborhood,” he says. “It is
these contextual experiences and
the great support from the staff at
Youthfront that makes this semester
a great addition to the youth ministry
major. The Lord has really worked in
me during my time here.”
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KSP Snapshots
Peter Kuipers, K-12
music education:
choral and
instrumental, is
an accomplished
trumpet player and
plans to teach K-8 music after
graduating. “Maybe eventually, I’ll
work up both the courage and the
chops to audition for a symphony,”
he says.
About KSP he says, “The seminars
do a good job of giving you insight
into areas of study that you might
never have considered.”
lisa Young,
linguistics and
Spanish, plans to
teach English in
South Korea after
graduating. Two of
her goals are to learn Korean and
write fiction.
About KSP, she says, “The friends
from the program keep me in it, as
do the scholarship and the chance
to do projects and individual
studies.”

kuyper
ScholarS
program
Sixty-two students from a wide range
of majors participate in Dordt’s scholar’s
program known as KSP.

W

ho are KSP students? They
are independent, curious
learners who want to interact
with other students to
discuss big ideas and
issues, say the program
coordinators Dr. Mary
Dengler of the English
department and Dr. Carl
Mary Dengler
Fictorie of the chemistry
department. They are highly
motivated students looking for scholarly
challenges, academically gifted students
looking for research opportunities, and
pre-professional and socially-minded
students preparing for leadership.
Tim Martin, a physics major from Sioux
City, Iowa, was drawn to KSP to be
challenged to read, think deeply about,

and write on non-science issues and
ideas. Peter Kuipers, a music major from
Platte, South Dakota, wanted to improve
his writing skills, and his
brother, who had been
in KSP, suggested that it
would help him do so.
“The superb scholarship
and the freedom to
explore what interested
me kept me in,” he says.

Carl Fictorie

“I liked the idea of going deeper into
subjects that interest me,” says senior
Lisa Young, a linguistics and Spanish
major from Anaheim, California. Young
did most of her KSP projects on fiction
authors such as george Orwell, Albert
Camus, and Juan rulfo.
AAnnA STADEM ('13)
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KSP Snapshots

steve Olson, a pre-med history major and biology minor, gave a presentation on “Common Grace in
America: A Response to the nCeA (national Conference on ethics in America)” in early February.

Incoming students begin the program
by taking the rigorous four-credit
course KSP, titled rhetoric and
Christian Scholarship. They read works
by classical world scholars, prepare
papers, participate in conversations,
give presentations, and lead seminars on
ideas and issues they confront in their
learning. They also read a variety of
books and articles written by reformed
Christian scholars to understand what
a Christian worldview might look like.
In the process,
students
become
immersed in the
world of ideas
KSP is an 18-credit
and in how a
minor, consisting
Christian view
of one introductory
course, KSP 151,
of the world
participation in
can make a
seminars, and several
difference in
required contracts,
how they think
individual studies, and
about those
group studies. Students
ideas.
in KSP do both

KSP

individual and group
projects, under the
supervision of a faculty
mentor. Some take
the opportunity to dig
deeper into their area
of specialty; others
explore something they
might not have learned
about in their other
classes.

“I loved the
focus on serving
god in all areas
and learning
what that
means,” says
Young. “Before,
I thought that
to really serve
god you had
to do one of
those obviously
Christian jobs. It was freeing to learn
about serving god in all different sorts of
ways and professions.”
“The strength of the KSP program is its
holistic view toward all studies, that all

career paths are ways to serve the Lord
and do his will in life,” says sophomore
Dorothy De Boer, a psychology major
from Selkirk, Ontario. “I find it has shaped
me as a student and as a person, helping
me assess situations more critically. I
look at situations as learning experiences
and chances to work in the kingdom.”
Martin, who was familiar with Calvinism
but not Kuyper, says that while he doesn’t
agree with everything he’s learned about
Kuyperian Calvinism, he especially likes
its focus on every square inch of creation
as being under god’s sovereignty. As
a physics major, he finds it has helped
him avoid pitting the importance of
saving souls against taking seriously the
material world god created.
Everyone in the program agrees that
being in KSP is demanding, especially the
first semester.
“I would recommend it to people who
want to get as much learning as they
can out of their college experience,”
says Young. “It does require a lot of work
because you write lots of papers, but it’s
a good opportunity to have academic
discussions on many different topics.”

FeATuRes

Dorothy De Boer,
psychology, plans
to go to graduate
school so she can do
behavioral therapy
with children who
may have been physically or
emotionally disturbed or delayed.
About KSP she says, “I have
enjoyed the progress I have
made. I found it challenging to
motivate myself to write papers
and work on projects that had
no set deadline or schedule.” She
especially enjoyed a project she
did on the brain that expanded her
understanding about development
and learning in children and adults.
lael (Radde) de Boer,
secondary education/
English major
with a coaching
endorsement, plans
to teach. “I love
teaching and I just
want to get a job working with
those wonderful and pesky high
school students!” she says.
About KSP, de Boer says, “KSP has
encouraged me to investigate new
topics and delve deeper into the
ones I’m already studying. KSP
has furthered my own knowledge
greatly, helped broaden my
perspectives, and allowed me to
engage the world around me in an
intellectual and thoughtful way.”

“It’s difficult, challenging, and
exhausting, but the benefits are
tremendous,” adds Dirk Oudman, a
political science major from Wheatfield,
Indiana. “I learned how to write good
papers, how to create arguments,
and how to articulate my positions
more effectively. Participating in KSP
discussions helped me clarify my
positions on important topics.”
Lael (radde) de Boer, a senior education/
English major from Cologne, Minnesota,
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Tim Martin, physics
major, started out in
engineering, loves
English, and says he
may go on to get a
Ph.D. in theology.

Kuipers offers an image to describe
how he thinks about KSP: “KSP is like a
strong cup of coffee. You drink it in and,
though it surprises you and seems too
intense at the beginning, it wakes you
up—brightening your senses. Soon, you
realize that you can concentrate in ways
you didn’t know were possible before.
You go back for more, only to discover
that others are around the pot sharing in
the experiences and knowledge.”

About KSP Martin says, “You
must be prepared to put in a lot
of time if you want to do well in
KSP but you can also expect to
get a lot out of it. not only is it a
great learning experience but you
also get to be part of a close-knit
community that will take your
ideas seriously.”
Dirk Oudman,
political science,
plans to become a
lobbyist for a social
justice cause.
About KSP he
says, “I enjoyed the seminar
presentations the most, as well
as traveling to Princeton for a
conference. The most challenging
part was the KSP 151 class during
freshman year.”

Both de Boer and Kuipers point out
something else valuable about the
program: the intellectual community
it creates and the opportunity such a
community offers to students who want
to engage the world of ideas. In fact,
many say that sense of camaraderie
keeps them in the program even when
they feel overwhelmed with work.
“In KSP, you’re stretched to really think
about the world around you instead

AAnnA STADEM ('13)

KSP Snapshots

describes KSP as “a learning community
that is about contemplating and critically
thinking about all different facets of life.”

KsP students meet regularly to present and
hear presentations on topics as diverse as
"language and Gender," "Bi-Polar Disorder,"
"Hindemith's Harmonics," and "Interfaith
Dialogue Between Christians and Muslims."

“I was drawn by the scholarship, but I
stay in because I enjoy the opportunity
to write papers on topics outside my
major,” says Oudman. In the process of
researching, Oudman says, “I learned
such things as the incredible amount of
aid that is given to Israel every year and
about the amount of food wasted in the
production of ethanol.”
“The program’s worth is in challenging
participants and helping them get
more from their education. I appreciate

“In KSP, you’re stretched to really think about
the world around you instead of just letting ideas
and information overtake you.”
—Lael de Boer, a senior English education major

of just letting ideas and information
overtake you,” says de Boer. “It draws
together people who love to think
critically, analyze, and dig deeper into
topics.”
“Sharing such intense classes together
brings KSP students together in special
ways,” adds Oudman.
“Some of my closest friends are in the
program,” says Young, and De Boer notes
that her KSP friends motivate her to keep
up the work.
But almost all KSP scholars admit that a
significant reason they entered and stay
in the program are the scholarship funds
attached to it. Each student accepted
into KSP receives a $2,000 academic
scholarship.

JAMIn VEr VELDE (’99)
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belonging to a community that is always
ready to sit down and discuss the
symbolism of popular movies or analyze
the values of micro-lending as a means of
fighting poverty,” says de Boer.
“It’s helped me develop a logical mind
and critical thinking skills,” says Martin.
De Boer says, “I’ve been challenged to
seek answers to questions I have never
bothered to think about before.”
Kuipers adds, “Through KSP, I’ve gained a
new perspective on thinking; I've gained
analytical tools that many don’t have, and
I’ve gained good friends who share my
love of ideas.”
SALLY JOngSMA

T

he highlight of every spring Alumni
Council meeting is selecting the
three junior students who will receive
alumni association
scholarships. Junior
students who plan to
graduate from Dordt
College the following
year and have a
minimum cumulative
grade point average
of 3.25 can apply. They must write an
essay that includes something about the
following:
• Their personal background and what
led them to Dordt College
• Their experience at Dordt, how they
have been affected by their time here,
and how they believe it will shape their
future
• A summary of their personal and career
goals
The Alumni Association is eager to
demonstrate its strong support for
the education students receive at
Dordt College and hopes to encourage
academic excellence as well as personal
and spiritual development through these
scholarships.
Each year, council members read more
than 30 applications, recommendations,
and essays submitted by juniors who

apply for the scholarship. Last year, two
$2,000 scholarships and one $1,500
scholarship were awarded. We will award
the same amounts this year.
Once applications are in, council
members select seven students to
interview at the spring Alumni Council
meeting. In their 20-minute interviews,
students are asked:
• How has your faith influenced the
choices you’ve made regarding your
major or possible career?
• How has Dordt influenced your faith?
Describe your faith journey.
• What personal/professional challenges
do you see ahead?
• How has Dordt prepared you to deal
with these challenges?
• What global issues are of greatest
importance to you and how might you
address them?
• Are there ways you think Dordt can
fulfill its mission more effectively?
not easy questions!
Yet every year the Alumni Council reads
and hears wonderful testimonies of faith
and thoughtful summaries of how Dordt
College has challenged them in their
education. Students often mention a
faculty member who has had a significant

impact on them or a coach or director
who has taught them an important life
lesson.

AluMnI

"can't we give more
alumni ScholarShipS ?"
And, every year, council members ask,
“Is there any way we could give all seven
something? All of these students were
terrific!”
When we as council members read the
scholarship applications, we become
convinced that Dordt College is
producing great kingdom workers, many
of whom would qualify for and benefit
greatly from an alumni scholarship. The
scholarship dollars we award come from
an endowed fund that you as alumni
generously contribute to each spring.
Your contributions to the Alumni Drive
fund these and 26 incoming freshmen
scholarships each year.
I can say with certainty that, as they
prepare to award this year’s junior alumni
scholarships, the Alumni Council is
grateful for your gifts and encourages
you to give generously again this year to
the scholarship fund. It truly is having an
impact on students.
I know that council members are
eagerly waiting for this year’s batch of
applications.
WES FOPMA ( ’82), DIrECTOr OF ALUMnI AnD
CHUrCH rELATIOnS

2013 DORDT COLLEGE

CIVIL WAR
LEARNING VACATION

MAY 15-18, 2013
WILSON’S CREEK NATIONAL BATTLEFIELD, MISSOURI
PEA RIDGE NATIONAL MILITARY PARK, ARKANSAS

To find out more call 712-722-6029 or go to

EXPERIENCE CIVIL WAR BATTLEFIELD TACTICS AND STRATEGY www.dordt.edu/events/civil_war_learning/
29
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’60s
Sheila (Tuininga, ’68) and Louis Ypma
welcomed their 26th grandchild on
January 5, 2013. Sheila taught school
for several years, married Louis, and
had five children. She thanks God for
their numerous blessings.

’70s

The Lindemulder brothers followed in their mother's footsteps. All four are Dordt students.

Herm (’71) and Deadre (Plowman,
’71) Van Niejenhuis have recently
moved to Willmar, Minnesota. Herm,
having been the pastor at Covenant
Christian Reformed Church for 12
years, has retired from the ministry.

sharing sunday
dinner on campus

Marg (Siebenga, ’74) and Jake
Hoogland (’76) moved to Diriamba,
Nicaragua. Jake works with Manatial,
a land bank sponsored through
World Renew and The Luke Society
Nicaragua, assisting with agricultural
projects and using resources in a
sustainable way. Marg writes for the
Nehemiah Center website, focusing
on the content for SPIN (Semester
Program in Nicaragua).
Scott Pryor (’76) is the Robert A.
Zinman Resident Scholar of the
American Bankruptcy Institute in
Washington, D.C., during the spring
2013 semester. Scott deals with
bankruptcy-law-related media
inquiries, making presentations
to conferences, and moderating
podcasts about developments in
bankruptcy law. Scott is on the
faculty at Regent University School
of Law in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
Terri Mahurien (’78) went to be with
the Lord on October 12, 2012. She
is survived by her loving husband,
Calvin Mahurien.

’90s
Sally (Van Stelle, ’92) Roorda is
an assistant to Peter Schweizer,
an internationally known political
writer. She helped him produce
his most recent book, Throw Them
All Out, in November 2011, and is
helping on his latest project, The
Government Accountability Institute.
Anthony Roorda (’95), is going to
school to become a physician’s
assistant in anesthesiology at Florida
State University.
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hat is it like to have four children
attending Dordt College at the
same time?
Deborah (De Jong, ’81) Lindemulder
knows. Her four sons—Brandon,
Cameron, Devin, and Austin—are all
attending Dordt this year.
Lindemulder, who lives in Lansing,
Illinois, remembers that she chose to
attend Dordt because her older brother
enjoyed his experience here. And she had
friends who picked Dordt as well.
“The funny thing is, I went to Dordt sight
unseen,” said Lindemulder. “The first
time I stepped onto Dordt’s campus was
on the first day of class.”
That wasn’t the case for her oldest
son Brandon, now a senior physical
education major at Dordt. A campus visit
is what brought him here.
“We noticed after visiting another
college that the other campus was
practically empty on the weekends,”
said Lindemulder. “That was an eyeopener for our boys. My husband and
I wanted them to a have a full college
experience—they didn’t want to go home
on the weekends.”
Cameron, a junior engineering major,
enrolled the next year, and last fall
twins Austin and Devin enrolled. Austin
studies engineering; Devin is majoring in

computer science.
“I’m thrilled that my sons have the
community and the emphasis on a
Christian world and life view that is
found at Dordt,” Lindemulder said.
She is also glad
that her sons
spend time
together on
campus.

Home
Deb Lindemulder likes
the fact that she gets
to go “home” a few
times a year to visit
her boys and walk the
same campus that she
walked many years ago.
“It’s a very different
place in many ways,
but in so many ways
very similar,” she says.

“It’s fun to
hear stories
that my boys
get together
on campus for
birthdays, that
they have dinner
together on
Sundays, and
that they help
each other,” she
says. “I like it when I hear that they’re
watching a movie together on a Saturday
night.”
“No college is perfect, but I’m pleased
that they’re surrounded by a Christian
community,” she says. “I’ve watched
them grow and be challenged during
their time at Dordt. I’ll be sorry when
my time for attending Parents Weekend
ends.”
Sarah Groneck ( ’10)

AluMnI

kate reinSma
opening herSelf to SorrowS and Joy

When asked what words
of advice she might give to
Dordt students getting ready
to graduate, Dr. Kate Reinsma
says, “Travel. See God’s world.”
PHOTO SUBMITTED

She follows those statements with,
“Open yourself to the sorrows and the joy
that are prominent in this world. Allow
yourself to see what breaks god’s heart
and then ask yourself what you can do to
bring about redemption and restoration.”
reinsma’s road to niger began at Dordt.
She graduated with a health, physical
education, and recreation major as well
as a missions and evangelism minor.
“At the time it seemed like an odd
combination, but those classes prepared
me well for what I am doing now,” she
says. Her senior science classes prepared
her for graduate school, and the theology
classes helped give her the desire to
work cross-culturally in international
development.
“Because of my Dordt education I am
constantly asking myself, what does it
mean to be a Christian public health
professional? What is a Christian
response to health care reform? How
is god at work and how does he want
to use me to bring about redemption
wherever he has placed me in the
world?” she says. “I fondly remember in
one of my theology classes talking about
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Kate Reinsma remembers coming to an awareness in high school that God had profoundly blessed her and called her to use those blessings to bless others.
"I prayed that God would use my interests in nutrition and developing countries to serve him and work towards improving the world. He has answered that
prayer and in the process showered me with love from people with whom I have the privilege to serve," she says.

about kate
Kate Reinsma (’04) is the health
and nutrition program manager for
Samaritan’s Purse in Niger, West
Africa. Samaritan’s Purse is a Christian
International Relief Organization
whose purpose is to share God’s love by
responding to people around the world
who are victims of war, poverty, natural
disasters, disease, and famine. Because it
is located in the Sahel Region of Africa,
Niger is particularly prone to famine and
malnutrition. They have had two food
crises in the last four years.
Reinsma supervises a community-based
program that focuses on malnutrition.
Community health workers screen
children between the ages of 6 and 59
months, as well as pregnant and nursing
women. Those found to be malnourished
are referred to a health clinic where
they receive supplementary food that
Samaritan’s Purse receives from the
World Food Program and distributes to
the health clinics. The goal is to find and
treat these women and children before
the malnutrition becomes so severe that
it cannot be treated. Reinsma is also a
Nutrition Technical Advisor for the USAID
Food for Peace Award and Integrated
Community Development Program.
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our call to be caught up in the Mission
Dei, the Mission of God. I’m thankful for
that prompting and for being encouraged
toward a lifelong quest to glorify God in
every aspect of my life.”
Two service opportunities during her
college years, one in Eastern Europe
and one in
Nicaragua,
exposed her
to the needs
of individuals,
families, and
communities in
the developing
—Kate Reinsma
world. She
decided she
wanted to help
improve health through nutrition.

answer; you will cry for help, and he will
say: Here am I. And if you spend yourselves
on behalf of the hungry and satisfy the
needs of the oppressed, then your light
will rise in the darkness, and your night
will become like the noonday. The Lord
will guide you always; he will satisfy your
needs in a sun-scorched land.

“I wanted to learn how to better
provide for the poor wanderer and
spend myself on behalf of the hungry.”

The words of Isaiah 58:6-11 were a
further call:
Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen:
to lose the chains of injustice and untie
the cords of the yoke, to set the oppressed
free and break every yoke? Is it not to share
your food with the hungry and to provide
the poor wanderer with shelter—when you
see the naked to clothe him, and not to
turn away from your own flesh and blood?
Then your light will break forth like the
dawn and your healing will quickly appear;
then your righteousness will go before you
and the glory of the Lord will be your rear
guard. Then you will call, and the Lord will

“I wanted to learn how to better provide
for the poor wanderer and spend myself
on behalf of the hungry,” she says, so
she enrolled in a master’s program in
nutrition and joined the Peace Corps.
In college, Reinsma knew that she
wanted to help mothers in developing
countries get access to resources that
would help them meet the nutritional
needs of their families. Already then,
she planned to get a master’s degree—
although she didn’t know she would also
earn a doctorate.
“When I was studying for my master’s I
learned about Plumpy’nut®, a fortified

Reinsma enjoyed her time with the
Peace Corps, even though there were
challenges.
“It’s hard to describe how Cameroon
shaped and continues to shape me
personally, spiritually, and professionally.
I went there as a Peace Corps volunteer
to share my knowledge about nutrition,
but I learned so much more from the
people. I learned solidarity, hospitality,
trust, and friendship.” Reinsma feels
fortunate to have been able to return to
Cameroon for both work and pleasure
and plans to stay connected to those she

knows there, many of whom are almost
like family.
“I’m thankful both for the relationships
and for the way God used me to show his
love and make a difference in people’s
lives,” she says. After her Peace Corps
service, Reinsma returned to the United
States to begin a doctoral program in
public health nutrition in the School of
Public Health at Loma Linda University.
She felt she needed more training
to help address the nutritional and
health needs of people whose lives are
fragile because of lack of knowledge or
resources.
“In a providential way, my doctoral
program led me back to Cameroon for
my research,” she says. Working with her
colleagues in Cameroon, she received
a research grant from the Nestlé
Foundation to develop and test an audio
program that promotes breastfeeding as
the best way to nourish a child.

confronting harsh realities

Since then, I have visited other hospitals
and seen many more children suffering from
malnutrition. Once a child becomes this
severely malnourished, little can be done. It
is an agonizing reality in this country ravished
by famine. My heart aches for the mothers
who closely observe each breath from their
child, hoping for restoration to health. I am
reminded of words from Isaiah 49:15: “Can a
mother forget the baby at her breast and have
no compassion on the child she has borne?
Though she may forget, I will not forget you!”

Photo submitted

Shortly after arriving in Niger last August, I
accompanied our Agriculture and Livelihoods
Program Manager Aaron Thacher to some
field projects. One stop was with a women’s
farming group. After Aaron finished talking
with the women, I began asking them
questions about their health and health
practices. An older woman explained that
her daughter had given birth a few weeks
ago, but the baby was not growing. I told
her I would like to see the baby, and she
brought a small, frail body wrapped in cloth.
I asked questions about how much the baby
was breastfeeding and about the health of
the mother. None of my questions provided
answers as to why the baby was not growing
and remained so feeble. I asked the baby's
name as I reached down to touch him and
silently pray for Boubacar.

It is comforting to know that God sees
Boubacar and all the other children suffering
from malnutrition and has compassion on
them. God’s heart is broken by the sights and
stories just as much as my heart is.
My prayer is that God will continue to use
my work through Samaritan’s Purse to
demonstrate compassion through our touch,
prayers, and programs.
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Julie Fopma (’94) is associate director
of admissions and transfer counselor
at Iowa Wesleyan College in Mount
Pleasant, Iowa. She also serves on
the Executive Board of the Iowa
Association for College Admissions
Counseling as the government
relations chair. Her responsibilities
include representing the state in
the National Legislative Day in
Washington, D.C., and planning
the Visit the Hill event at the state
capitol in February. Julie presented
at the Iowa ACT Conference and the
American Association of College
Registrars and Admissions Officers
Conference (AACRAO) in April of
2012.

alumni

peanut paste used to treat malnutrition,”
she says. “When I first learned about it
I was quite enthralled because I LOVE
peanut butter. I joked that my life goal
was to solve world hunger with peanut
butter. Now, part of my job is to oversee
the distribution of Plumpy’nut® to
malnourished children. It’s interesting
how God directs our paths!”

Dan (’94) and Jessica (Vanderwerff,
’94) Addink announce the birth of
Crosby Daniel, born on May 23, 2012.
Crosby joins Davis (10) and Tucker
(2). The Addinks live in Englewood,
Colorado, where Dan works as a
project director at McKinstry, a
designing and building contractor,
and Jessica takes care of the boys.
Randy (’95) 
and April
(Meuzelaar,
’98) Van
Genderen
announce the
birth of twin
boys, Bennett
Stevens and
Bryson Gale. The twins were born on
March 10, 2012, at 26 weeks. They
joined big brother Kyler (3) in July
and are both doing very well. The
Van Genderens live in Lake Crystal,
Minnesota.
Corlin (’96) and Rachael (Visser, ’98)
Feikema welcomed Grant William on
October 12, 2012. Grant joins siblings
Erica, Cody, and Marissa. Corlin
works in the accounting department
at Trans Ova Genetics, and Rachael
stays home with their four children.
Suzie (Isenor, ’97) and Mike Tate
welcomed Joshua Sihyeok into their
family on November 9, 2012. Joshua
was born in South Korea on March
11, 2011. The Tates live in Littleton,
Colorado.
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James Addink (’99) married Laura
French on June 2, 2012. They live
in Simi Valley, California. James is
an assistant art director in film and
television; recent projects include
NCIS: Los Angeles and Iron Man 3.
Trevor (’99) and Katherine (Bos,
’01) Mentink welcomed Rylen Terry
on May 29, 2012. Rylen joins Gabe
(7) and Keyanna (5). Trevor is a
commodities manager for Manitowoc
Crane, and Katy is education director
at Gibbsville Reformed Church. They
live in Oostburg, Wisconsin.
Jon (’99) and Kristen (Heerema,
’02) Pelster of Calgary, Alberta,
welcomed Aliyah Mae on May 1,
2012. She joins Ava (4) and Cade (3).

’00s
Cristina (Patterson, ’00) and
Matthew Cherry welcomed Micah
on November 11, 2011. Micah joins
Levi (4) in Roseburg, Oregon. Cristina
stays home with the boys and owns
two small businesses: a promotional
products advertising business and a
custom stamped and photo jewelry
business.
Jeff (’00) and Ann (Dykstra, ’00)
Memmelaar welcomed Aubrey Lane
on October 23, 2012. Aubrey joins
Will (7), Julia (5), and Colin (2).
Brad (’00) and Melanie (Gritters, ’00)
Meinders welcomed Beckett Elijah
on August 14, 2012. He joins Braden
(11), Morgan (9), Brock (6), and Maisy
(5). The Meinders live in Manhattan,
Montana, where Brad is pastor of
Bethel Christian Reformed Church,
and Melanie is a stay-at-home mom.
Jonathan (’00) and Emily
(Groenewold, ’00) Bakker were
blessed with a baby boy on
November 30, 2012. Jonah was
stillborn at 23 weeks. His family rests
in the comfort that he is safe in the
arms of his heavenly Father.
Cherish (Engbers, ‘01) and Tim
Fedders welcomed Stella Mae on
November 29, 2012. Stella joins Sam
(3). The Fedders live in Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Cherish is a stay-athome mom.
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Kate Reinsma shares a special moment with Kate, a little girl named after her, who lives in Cameroon.

Ironically, at Dordt Reinsma had
encouraged her classmates in a
persuasive speech in a communication
class to boycott Nestlé because of
their unethical practices in developing
countries. In the 80s, they were training
health workers to tell mothers to
formula-feed and offering free gifts for
doing so. Such efforts are now banned
and health organizations help prevent
it from recurring. Today, the Nestlé
Foundation funds research like Kate’s on
maternal and child health in developing
countries—including programs that
encourage only breastfeeding.
When the research project ended, she
moved to Niger and her current job with
Samaritan’s Purse.
“I am fortunate to be able to build on
what I learned in Cameroon,” she says.
At the same time, she is using new
and innovative ways to help prevent
malnutrition and improve community
health. One of those efforts uses text
messaging and targets husbands to help
address maternal and child health issues.
Reinsma spends most of her time at the
office in Niamey, planning new projects,
evaluating data, writing reports, and
attending meetings with the Ministry of
Public Health. Even though she would
like to be out “in the field” more, the
current security situation with Mali and
Nigeria makes it unwise if not impossible.

Much of what Reinsma does is what
any manager would do in the States.
She believes that her work is not more
important than that of her friends who
are taking care of young children or
teaching or managing businesses. At the
same time, she encourages anyone who
has an interest or yearning to know or
work with people in different cultures to
follow it.
“It can be overwhelming and scary
because there are a lot of unknowns. I
actually don’t do transitions well, but
it is surprising where one step of faith
will take you. I took one step to join the
Peace Corps as a volunteer and that
resulted in an international journey of
love, growth, and humor that I wouldn’t
trade for anything,” she says.
Reinsma knows that God calls his people
to a wide variety of vocations and that
he calls all of them to bring about
redemption wherever he has placed
them in the world.
“Two-thirds of the world’s people do
not live like North Americans,” she says.
“Ask yourself what does it mean to be a
Christian teacher, businessman, scientist,
or musician, and how can that be used to
bring about justice, mercy, peace in our
broken world?”
Sally Jongsma

AluMnI

dan kuiper

"all for one and one for all"
what is the most important thing you do
as teacher and coach?
I try to help students realize that they
are unique, created in god’s image, with
gifts and talents to use for his glory.
Even though those gifts may be vastly
different for each student or athlete,
each person must do his or her best to
maximize what they have been given. It's
my duty and obligation as a teacher and
coach to motivate students and athletes
to reach this potential.

How do you coach?

aBout dan

Athletics is part of life, but it is not life.
It is a great tool to learn many life skills,
but it should always be kept in balance.
I believe it is important for students to
know how to do the dishes and mow the
lawn—and that athletics can actually
help us be disciplined in these areas. All
too often, though, we make athletics the
focus and make things secondary that
should be primary in our lives.

After they graduated from Dordt College
in 1982, Dan Kuiper and his wife, Kathy
(Bolkema), moved to Mesa, Arizona, and
Dan began teaching at Valley Christian
High School. This is Dan’s 30th year at
Valley, where he has served as teacher,
administrator, and coach.

I run my program only during the
competitive season. I do not do anything
out of season with my athletes. This also
helps me keep athletics in balance in my
personal life.

Dan has become a respected teacher and
administrator and a highly acclaimed
coach. He has coached more than 1,600
track and cross country athletes during
his career, and the list of records and
championships earned by his teams is
long. In 2012, Dan was named National
Girls Track and Field Coach of the Year
by the National High School Athletics
Coaches Association. Dan has also been
active in church and community groups,
including Dordt College, where he served
on the board of trustees for six years.
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Heidi (Hilbelink,
’00) and David
Greenwood
welcomed Caleb
Davis on
September 27,
2012. Caleb joins
Annelise. The
Greenwoods live in Windsor,
Wisconsin.
Sarah (Vriend, ’01) and Aron Zuidhof
(’01) welcomed Kiara Danielle, born
on November 7, 2012. Kiara joins
Jabin (8), Tianna (6), Asher (4), and
Aidyn (2). The Zuidhofs live in Upper
Kings Clear, New Brunswick. Sarah is
on maternity leave as a community
developer, and Aron is an emergency
doctor. They enjoy the challenges of
homeschooling five active children.
Brian (’01) and Sara (Kooyenga,
’07) Brouwer announce the birth of
Joshua William, on September 12,
2012. Joshua is welcomed by firsttime grandparents Bill (’75) and Barb
(Louters, ’75) Brouwer and Rich (’72)
and Kathy (Ponstein, ’75) Kooyenga.
The Brouwers live in Hollandale,
Minnesota.
Brandie (Ochsner, ’01) and Joel Vande
Werken welcomed Jonathan Luke in
November 2012. Jonathan joins Will
(3) and Katie (2). The Vande Werkens
live in Sussex, New Jersey.
Amanda (Kopseng, ’02) and Daniel
Wright were blessed with the birth of
Ethan Daniel on December 14, 2011.
They live in Rochester, Minnesota.
Matthew (’02) and Helena (DeGraaf,
’02) Van Voorst of Vergennes,
Vermont, welcomed Hendrik John on
October 8, 2012. He joins Isabelle (3).
Jeremy (’03) and Kristi (Mulder, ’03)
Hummel welcomed Claire Beth on
November 29, 2012, in Lethbridge,
Alberta. Claire joins Morgan (5) and
Benjamin (2).
Kristin (Schippers, ’02) and Brad (’02)
Bierma welcomed Addalynn Grace
on June 12, 2012. Addie joins Cora
(5) and Peter (3). Brad is in a master's
program at Calvin Theological
Seminary, and Kristin is an adjunct
professor of Spanish at Calvin.
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Coach Dan Kuiper’s (left) Valley Christian athletes have come to dominate in certain events. “The
pole vault and hurdles have become our specialties,” he says. “There have been years that we have
had five of the eight finalists in these events.”

What makes a good coach—something
different from what makes a good
teacher?
I don't think there is much difference
between being a good coach and a good
teacher. In fact, to be a good coach you
need to be a good teacher. Both demand
a passion for students, a passion for
the subject area, an understanding of
where students are in their lives and the
struggles they are going through, as well
as organizational skills and an inquisitive
mind.
I break each year
into training cycles
just like I break my
science classes into
units. I then break
each training cycle
into smaller cycles,
like I break a unit into
different lessons.

learn what motivates their students and
what inspires them to improve.
Many teachers today don’t stick with
teaching for 30 years. What keeps you
going and enthusiastic?
One reason I have been able to coach
this many years is because I have a very
supportive wife, Kathy. I truly mean
that.
I stay enthusiastic because I try to stay
obedient to God’s call. I’ve set some
criteria to help me understand if I am
at the place where God wants me to be.

“Schools are not islands. School,
home, and church must all work
together to develop a child.”
—Dan Kuiper

It comes down to
knowing your objective for the day. I tell
my students what we want to accomplish
that day, break it into smaller chunks,
and then put it back together again. In
both the classroom and athletics, you
have to know where your students are
starting from, create a program around
them and their abilities, and progress
from there. Good teachers and coaches
know each of their students and what
helps them learn most efficiently. They

They are:
1) Is what I am doing biblical?
2) Is what I am doing making an internal
impact on people’s lives?
3) Am I affirmed in what I am doing?
4) Do I enjoy what I am doing?
If I can answer “yes” to at least three
of four of those questions, I believe I

am where the Lord wants me and can
continue to carry out his work.
How does your faith shape your teaching
and coaching?

by the numbers
Kuiper’s teams have won

18
8
1
3
3
23
11
5
5

state girls track championships
(15 in a row, a national record)

state boys track championships

state boys cross country championship
state girls track runner ups
state boys track runner ups
regional girls track championships

regional boys track championships

regional girls cross country
championships
regional boys cross country
championships

potential to serve God and his calling
for them in this world. Through lessons,
activities, and experiences, teachers
must stretch and challenge every
student, socially, spiritually, physically,
and academically. Students may excel
or falter in one or more of these areas,
but each of these qualities must be
considered when preparing lessons and
instructing students.
My coaching motto is “All for one and
one for all.” I approach track and field as
a means to train, develop, and enhance
not only individual athletes physically,
emotionally, and mentally, but also to
instill in them the importance of working

• develop individual talents and help
students understand how their talents
further team goals.
• train athletes to develop leadership
skills they can use to unify and
encourage the team.
• help athletes understand that one
of the most important things about
competing is to compete against
themselves.
• encourage students to work hard and
train well.
• keep training instructions simple.
• use track and field to help athletes
mature and prepare for life.
What drew you to track and field?
I was part of track and cross country at
Unity Christian High School in Orange
City, Iowa, but I did not run track at
Dordt College. After college, I began to
run some road races. We did not have a
track program when I started at Valley,
so there was an obvious need. I had a
wonderful mentor who worked alongside
me during the first few years of coaching.
I learned a tremendous amount from
him.
I like the tangible progress I see in
athletes. I ask them to try to get better
at something each day. Even if an athlete
will never score a point in a meet, it feels
satisfying to develop one's potential. We
keep meticulous stats on each person
so they can see how they progress
throughout the year and throughout
their career.
Track and field is a sport where team
members are usually very encouraging to
each other. A great deal of camaraderie
develops among members of the team
and between teams.
Are there memories that stand out?
The firsts stand out: the first state
championships for both girls and guys
and the first year we had our own track
and did not have to bus students to
practice.
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Luke (’02) and Tracey (Wikkerink,
’03) Shannon welcomed Cameron to
their home in Naperville, Illinois, on
November 9, 2011.

alumni

Schools are not islands. School, home,
and church must work together to
develop a child. I believe that every
individual must come to realize that
we do not live for ourselves but we live
to honor Christ. A Christian education
prepares students to reach their full

together as a team in a way that glorifies
God. I try to see every athlete on the
team as important as any other, no
matter what their abilities are. We:

Troy (’03) and Tanya (Visser, ’03)
Bouma welcomed Gaige Ryan on July
25, 2012, in Pella, Iowa. Gaige joins
brothers, Paxton (4) and Kaeden (2).
Sarah and Justin Vyn (’03) welcomed
Jay Ronal on July 17, 2012. He joins
Anna (5), John (3), and Elsie (1). The
Vyns live in Hartley, Texas.
Abby (Jansen, ’02) and Tim Foreman
(’03) welcomed Lucas John, born on
January 2, 2013. Lucas joins Cora.
Abby teaches social work at Dordt
College.
Kelly (Helms, ’03) and Don Ram
welcomed John Evart on October 28,
2012. The Rams live in Wyoming,
Michigan.
Derek Wassink (’04) married Colleen
Van Boom on November 5, 2011.
Derek and Colleen live in Leduc,
Alberta, where they operate a dairy
farm with Derek’s parents.
Rikki (Mueller, ’04)
and Jeff Heldt
welcomed Maya
Grace on December
17, 2012. Maya joins
Rowan and Aiden.
Rikki teaches at
Dordt College.
Matt (’04) and Leah (Van Wyhe,
’06) Vande Vegte of Inwood, Iowa,
announce the birth of Jacob Lee on
October 6, 2012. He joins Jason (4)
and Derek (2). Matt farms. Leah is a
part-time accountant with Harbor
Group and is home with the boys.
Matthew (’04) and Melissa (De Yager,
’04) De Haan welcomed Addyson Sue
on October 30, 2012. The De Haans
live in Happy Valley, Oregon.
Julie (Vanden Heuvel, ’04) and
Steve Bussis welcomed Jonathan
Rick and David Geoffrey on October
17, 2012. The twins join Micah (2).
The Bussises live in Coopersville,
Michigan, where Steve is the pastor
of Coopersville CRC, and Julie stays
at home with their new babies.
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Stephanie 
(Greydanus, ’04)
and Michael
Dalrymple
welcomed Steven
John on October
23, 2012. They live
in Sunnyside,
Washington. Stephanie taught at
Sunnyside Christian School but now
stays home with Steven and coaches
volleyball at Sunnyside Christian
High School.
Jason (’05) and Abby (Triezenberg,
’05) De Groot welcomed Reese
Finley, born August 11, 2012. Reese
joins Harper Jae (2). Jason works as a
truck dispatcher at Wells Enterprises,
Inc., in Le Mars, Iowa. Abby teaches
at Western Christian High School in
Hull, Iowa.

When I was a young coach, I was
impatient and thought we would never
win a state championship. Our first shot
at a state championship came in my
fourth year of coaching. We were in first
place before the last event and were
ranked ahead of our main competitors
in the event. The team we had to beat
was one point behind us—all we had
to do was beat them, and we would
be state champions. The event was
the 800-medley relay, in which the
person who runs the last leg (400m)
is allowed to cut to the inside of the
track—something you obviously want
to do because it is a shorter distance.
Our anchor leg was so nervous that
she forgot to cut in and ran all the way
around the track in the fifth lane. We lost
to the team we were supposed to beat
for the championship by about 10 feet.
The next year, though, we went on to
win our first of many championships.

accolades
Kuiper has been named
Arizona Coach of the Year 16 times
National High School Girls Track Coach of the
Year in 2005 and 2012
To the National High School Coaches
Association Hall of Fame in 2005
To the Chandler Sports Hall of Fame in 2011

A memory that has left the biggest
impression on me is when our girls
huddled to pray before the last event of
a state meet. They invited some other
athletes to join, which they did. Still
other athletes noticed this and asked if
they could join, too. In the end, a circle
of athletes lined half of the infield. That
was an awesome sight.

Jeannette (Epley, ’05) and Matt Smith
(’05) welcomed Corben Lane on July
23, 2012, in Zeeland, Michigan. The
Smiths returned to Michigan after
a year in Israel while Matt studied
biblical history and geography. Matt
is a youth director, and Jeanette
is an on-call social worker for
hospice and a resource coordinator
for a community development
neighborhood in Holland, Michigan.
Brian VanderLey (’05) completed his
Ph.D. in Veterinarian Microbiology
and Preventative Medicine from
Iowa State University. He is now
an assistant professor of food
animal medicine and surgery at
the University of Missouri College
of Veterinary Medicine. Katie
(VanEngen, ’05) stays busy with
Gerrit (5), Gavin (4), a baby on the
way, and selling Tastefully Simple
products.
Justin and Heather (Vos, ’05) Negen
announce the birth of Addison
Renee, born on November 13, 2012.
The Negens live in Hull, Iowa.
Tracy Klemme (’06) married Pete
Aust. They live in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Sara (Gerritsma, ’06) and Justin
Demoor welcomed Noah Erle on
August 20, 2012. Sara and Justin live
in Thornhill, Ontario.
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reunion time
These seven alumnae were roommates in the mid-ʼ80s. They recently had their 6th reunion in
San Antonio, Texas. (Back row, left to right): Audrey (Kraayeveld, ʼ87) Brouwer, Cathy (VanderWel,
ʼ87) Brouwer, Marcia (DeVries, ʼ85) DeRousse, Doreen (Brouwer, ʼ87) Broek. Front row: Elsie
(DeJong, ʼ87) Bousema, Angela (Van Buren, ʼ87) Haan, and Elaine (Dykstra, ʼ85) DeGroot.
“Many of our children have attended Dordt and some are there now! We are so blessed to have
had this time together,” writes De Groot.

Alumni Bits
Brent (’06) and Raelle (Groeneweg,
’07) Van Maanen welcomed Aubrey
on April 7, 2012. Brent teaches K-8
physical education at Orange City
Christian School, coaches JV men’s
basketball at Dordt, and is the head
baseball coach at Western Christian
High School in Hull, Iowa.

AluMnI

’00s

Andrew (’07) and Alicia (Mulder, ’06)
Geleynse welcomed Jace William on
June 9, 2012. Jace joins Eli.
Andrew (’07) and Trisha (Fynaardt,
’08) schreier welcomed Makinley
grace on August 22, 2011. The
Schreiers live in Sioux Center, Iowa.

reunion
Former roommates wade Halma (’02), Aaron Jansen (’02), Karsten Finseth (’02), and nate
Oldenkamp (’02) gathered for a 10-year reunion at a cabin on Lake Wapogasset. The men caught
up on weddings, births, and other events that have occurred over the past 10 years. They all say
they appreciate the role Dordt College played in their friendship and spiritual development.

DISCO
ISCO R
ISCOVE

Dordt Discovery Days

A 5-day camp for students who have completed 6th, 7th,
or 8th grade and are serious about fun, hands-on learning
Classes meet June 24-28, 2013

Registration opens online March 15, 9 pm CST
www.dordt.edu/events/ddd

Anna (Venhuizen, ’08) and Trevor
nunnenkamp welcomed ruby
nae on December 18, 2012. The
nunnenkamps live in Henderson,
nebraska, where Trevor is an
electrical contractor and Anna is a
stay-at-home mom.
David (’08) and
elaine
(Hannink, ’09)
Vos of Lynden,
Washington,
welcomed
Jacquelyn Paige on October 2, 2012.
David is manager at his family’s
garden center in Lynden. Elaine
teaches general music at Ebenezer
Christian School and works as the
worship coordinator for their church.
Katherine Folkerts (’08) married
Jon Oppold on September 28,
2012, in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
Katherine teaches Headstart at Youth
Enrichment Services. She is currently
program coordinator at their newest
daycare center.
Bree Brouwer (’09) recently became
a freelance writer and blogger.

’10s
lisa Goedhart (’11) was presented
with the first DAISY Award for
Extraordinary nurses of 2013, an
award given by the administration
of St. Peter’s Hospital in Helena,
Montana. DAISY winners are
recognized for their hard work,
their character, and their everyday
commitment to patients and families.
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